
Interaction Systems IIThe Practice of Optimal Reductions�Andrea Asperti Cosimo LaneveDip. di Matematica, Bologna INRIA, Sophia AntipolisSubmitted on May 1993, Revised Version on July 1994AbstractLamping's optimal graph reduction technique for the �-calculus is generalized to a new classof higher order rewriting systems, called Interaction Systems. Interaction Systems provide a niceintegration of the functional paradigm with a rich class of data structures (all inductive types),and some basic control ow constructs such as conditionals and (primitive or general) recursion.We describe a uniform and optimal implementation, in Lamping's style, for all these features.The paper is the natural continuation of [3], where we focused on the theoretical aspects ofoptimal reductions in Interaction Systems (family relation, labeling, extraction).1 IntroductionAt the end of 70's, L�evy �xed the theoretical performance of what should be considered as anoptimal implementation of the �-calculus. The optimal evaluator should always keep shared thoseredexes in a �-expression that have a common origin (e.g. that are copies of a same redex). Fora long time, no implementation achieved L�evy's performance (see [9] for a quick survey). Onlyrecently, Lamping and Kathail have independently solved the problem [19, 14].Unfortunately, both L�evy's theoretical analysis and the reduction techniques proposed by Lamp-ing and Kathail merely focus on the pure �-calculus. This is a great limitation in view of an actualimplementation, since we must eventually face the problem of extending the language with a widerrange of data structures (integers, reals, records, lists, trees, : : : ) and some basic control owconstructs, such as conditionals, recursion and so on.Studying the problem of extending Lamping's graph reduction technique to a more expressivelanguage than pure �-calculus, we discovered Interaction Systems (IS for short). At �rst glance,the introduction of this new class of rewriting systems, and the reason for restricting our analysis tothem (IS are just a subclass of Klop's Combinatory Reduction Systems [15]), may look somewhatarbitrary. However, there is a very strong motivation behind our choice, that we would like toexplain here.In [11, 12], Gonthier, Abadi and L�evy have provided a remarkable simpli�cation and a moresatisfactory theoretical status for Lamping's graph reduction technique. Both results have been�Partially Supported by the ESPRIT Basic Research Project 6454 - CONFER1



obtained by exploiting a nice correspondence between Lamping's optimal implementation of �-calculus and Girard's Geometry of Interaction for Linear Logic. The main idea behind LinearLogic, is that of making a clear distinction between the logical part of the calculus (dealing with thelogical connectives) and the structural part (dealing with the management of hypotheses). Thesetwo di�erent aspects of logical calculi have their obvious correspondent (via the Curry-Howardanalogy) inside the �-calculus. From one side we have the linear part (the linear �-calculus),de�ning the syntactical operators (the arity, the \binding power", etc.) and their interaction; fromthe other side we have the structural part, taking care of the management (sharing) of resources(i.e. of subexpressions). This can be roughly summarized in the equation�-calculus = linear �-calculus + sharing.From [11, 12], it is clear that Lamping's sharing operators (fan, croissant and square bracket),provide a very abstract framework for an (optimal) implementation of the structural part, whichis then interfaced to the linear (or logical) part of the calculus. Therefore it seemed that Lamping-Gonthier's evaluation style could be smoothly generalized to a larger class of systems by just re-placing the linear �-calculus with an arbitrary linear calculus. The only proviso to respect wasto choose a linear calculus with a strong logical foundation, since otherwise we could immediatelyloose the logical analogy underlying all the previous discussion (in particular, the interface betweenthe linear and the structural part seems to be critical). At this point, we had a natural (and up toour knowledge, unique) candidate for the linear calculus: Lafont's Interaction Nets [16].Dropping the linearity constraint in Interaction Nets, we just obtain Interaction Systems. Inthe spirit of the equation above, we could writeInteraction Systems = Interaction Nets + sharing.(this is not completely correct, since the nets we consider are intuitionistic, and not classical as in[16]; however the previous equation provides the main intuition).Interaction Systems have been introduced in [3] (see also [20]). In the same paper we have alsoinvestigated the main theoretical aspects of optimal reductions. In particular, we have de�ned thenotion of redex family via a suitable generalization of L�evy's labeling, and we have compared thisde�nition with other well known approaches to the family relation (copy-relation, and extractionprocess [22]). We remark that, up to our knowledge, this has been the �rst attempt to generalizethe theory of optimal reduction to a super-system of �-calculus.The technical preliminaries in [3] (that revealed some unexpected problems, especially with thecopy-relation and the extraction process) was eventually aimed to provide the theoretical back-ground for studying implementative issues (we could not avoid it: if we wish to prove that ourimplementation is optimal, we must eventually start with providing the formal notion of optimal-ity!).This work is the natural prosecution of [3]. In this paper we de�ne the implementation ofInteraction Systems in Lamping-Gonthier's style, and prove its correctness and optimality.The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we start with introducing the problemof optimal reductions, and optimal sharing in the �-calculus. Then, we outline Lamping's graphreduction technique, and his approach to correctness (context semantics and read-back). Finally,we briey discuss the relation between Lamping's implementation and Linear logic [11, 12], whichprovides the guideline for our extension to IS's. 2



In Section 3 we introduce Interaction Systems as a subclass of Klop's Combinatory ReductionSystems, providing several examples. We also discuss the intuitionistic nature of Interaction Sys-tems. This is an essential feature of IS's; in particular, it immediately suggests the design of optimalevaluators, following the ideas in [12].The formal de�nition of IS's is in Section 4. In the same section, we also introduce the gen-eralization of L�evy's labeling to IS. Labeling is required to de�ne the notion of redex family (tworedex are in a same family if and only if their labels are equal), and thus the notion of optimality.The theoretical aspects of labeling, and its relation with other possible approaches to the notion offamily, have been already discussed in [3], so we shall rapidly pass through this topic.The implementation of IS's in Lamping-Gonthier's style is described in Section 7. Although thegeneralization of the implementation is not too di�cult (for people con�dent with [12], at least), thecorrectness and optimality proofs are pretty entangled. The reason is that the corresponding proofsin [11] are based on particular properties of the �-calculus (in particular, some aspects of the contextsemantics), which do not generalize to IS's. Roughly, we have been forced to extend Lamping'ssemantical approach (that looks more general, even if less elegant in the case of the �-calculus), butusing the simpli�ed set of operators de�ned in [11]. In particular we have provided a true read-backprocedure, which allow to recognize the expressions represented by the sharing graphs. We believethat our proof sheds new light on the correctness aspects of these implementation techniques, evenin the restricted case of the �-calculus.2 Optimal ReductionIntuitively, a reduction technique is optimal if it is able to pro�t of all the sharing expressed inthe initial term, avoiding useless duplications. Looking for optimal reductions has a great practicalinterest, since the fact of loosing sharing can cause an exponential explosion of the time requiredfor reducing the expression. Take, for instance, the termM = n 2 I Iwhere n and 2 are Church integers and I is the identity. Observe that the rightmost-innermostreduction strategy is obviously linear in n. However, in most of the \standard" implementa-tions for functional languages (such as Combinatory Logic, Supercombinators { as G-Machine andTIM-machine { or Environments machines { as SECD, CAML, Krivine's machine and ZINC { orContinuation Passing Style { as SML {) the evaluation of M grows exponentially in n.Of course, the explanation of this ine�ciency should deserve a di�erent analysis for each im-plementation. However, in this particular case, we may roughly identify the problem in the weakevaluation paradigm adopted by them: since we never reduce inside a lambda, we also loose thepossibility of sharing those reductions.In general, things are not so simple, and we cannot hope to optimize sharing by choosing asuitable evaluation strategy. In particular, L�evy has proved that there are terms, where every orderof reduction would duplicate work. His favorite example is the following term ([21], p.15):P = (�x: xIx : : :x) �y: ((�x: x : : :x) (y a))where a is some constant, and the two sequences of x have both length n. P has two redexes. Ifthe outermost is reduced �rst, we eventually create n residuals of the inner one. Conversely, if we3



start reducing the innermost redex, n copies of (y a) are created, and this will duplicate work lateron, when I is passed as a parameter to y. In conclusion, any reduction strategy is at least linear inn whilst an optimal compiler should be able to get (a suitable representation of) the normal formof P in constant time!2.1 Lamping's solutionConsider Wadsworth's graph rewriting technique for the evaluation of functional expressions. Everytime you have a redex r = (�x:M)N you should start with duplicating the functional part F =�x:M . Indeed, F could be shared by other terms, and since we are going to instantiate it, we musteventually work on a new copy (see for instance [13]). If F contains a redex, this will be duplicatedas well. The fact of reducing F �rst, does not help that much. The \redex" inside F could be onlya \virtual" one (see [23, 5, 8] for the formal notion of \virtual" redex). Suppose for instance tohave in F a subterm like (yP ), where y is bound externally to r. The subterm (yP ) is not a redex,but its duplication can be as useless and expensive as the duplication of an actual redex. Moreover,by the considerations in the previous section, the problem cannot be simply solved by the choiceof a suitable reduction strategy.Lamping [18, 19] proposed to duplicate F in a sort of \lazy" way, by propagating a duplica-tion operator (a fan) along the graph structure of F , and stopping this propagation at suitablepositions (typically, just before the applications in F ). Suppose for instance to have the followingcon�guration, where a duplication operator is applied to M = �x:(yx).�@? ��x@� @y xThe duplication is done step by step, following the connected structure of M . The �rst syntacticalform traversed by the fan is the binder for x. Note that the duplication of the binder implies theduplication of the bound variable (otherwise we would not know to which of the two binders weshould refer). So we obtain the following term.�x0 �x00�@? �@� @�y x00x0? �This term is in normal form. No one of the two fan operators can be propagated any further, untily will be instantiated to a functional term, and the corresponding redex will be �red.Suppose to replace y by the identity. After �ring the redex, we get a graph where two fansmeet \face to face". Two reductions seem to be possible, now (but in this case, only the �rst oneis correct): 4



? �5? �4 =) ? �5? �4 =) ? �5 ? �5? �4 ? �4��@@By the left rule, the e�acement of the two fans \completes" the duplication; this rule should beonly applied when the two fans belong to the same \duplication process". In all the other cases,fans should \mutually cross" each other, according to the right rule, above.The ambiguity whether applying the left or the right rule is solved by looking at the sharing-level of each fan (an integer, denoting the \duplication process" it belongs to). When two fansmeet face to face, they will reduce according to the �rst rule above if they belong to a same level,and according to the second rule, if their levels are di�erent.Matters are furtherly complicated by the fact that levels may change dynamically during thecomputation. The menagement of levels requires the introduction of a suitable set of controloperators (brackets and croissants) delimiting levels along the computation.2.2 Context Semantics and Read-backIn Figure 1, we have depicted a typical example of graph (in normal form) which can be obtainedas a result of a reduction in Lamping's system [19]. This term can be obtained, for instance, byreducing �f:�x:(�g:(g(gx))�y:(fy)). If the implementation is correct, the graph in Figure 1 shouldthus represent the term �f:�x:(f(fx)), but how could we retrieve this information from the graph?This problem is known as read-back, and it is the foremost problem, in proving the correctnessof the implementation.Let us try to explain the general idea by \reading back" the graph in Figure 1. As usual withgraphical representations, we start from the root and try to recover the expression by travelingalong the graph. The two �rst nodes we meet are two �. So far, so easy: the original expressionmust have the form �f:�x:X . The next form we meet is a fan node. In particular, we enter the fanfrom its ?-branch. This information must be recorded: it is a semantical component of a contextassociated with the path we are following in the term. Continue the trip, exiting from the principalport of the fan (fan nodes are discarded by the read-back procedure: they do not appear in thesyntactic expression). We reach a @-node, thus X has the form @(X1; X2). The subexpression X1is found immediately in the left branch of the lower @: it is the variable f . The expression X2 isless obvious. Traveling along the right branch of @ we reach a fan-out node. What branch shouldwe choose? We use the context semantic, to solve the problem. Remember that the last time wetraversed a fan-in, we entered from a ?-branch (the ? is the top level information in the currentcontext). So we decide to follow the ?-branch of the fan out (at the same time, the ? is dischargedform the context). Traveling along this branch, we come back to the �rst fan. In this case, we enterfrom the �, which becomes the new top level information in the context. Next we �nd again theapplication, so X2 must have the form @(X3; X4). As above, we immediately recognize X3 as thevariable f . We have still to determine X4. Since the top level control information is now �, thistime we must follow the �-branch of the fan-out, �nding the variable x.Summing up, the distinction between branches of fan-nodes is essential to recover correctlythe original �-expression. However it is not powerful enough to solve any possible situation thatcould rise computing �-expressions (e.g. matching correctly fan-ins and fan-outs). Therefore the5



�����@@@� ?4� � � �� �@@ ? �5����@@��������� �Figure 1: The sharing graph representation of a �-expressionintroduction of other control operators as brackets and croissants (see [19]). In particular, thecontrol information must be structured in di�erent levels. The semantical e�ect of control operatorsis that of creating, discharging, freezing and unfreezing levels.2.3 Optimal Reduction and Linear LogicThere is a nice relation between Lamping's rewriting system and Girard's Linear Logic which hasbeen pointed out in [11, 12]. The general idea is pretty simple: the \level" of each fan is related tothe number of nested boxes in the Proof Net representation of the �-term. Moreover, the controloperators mark the extent of each box, implicitly de�ning their scope. From this point of view, wemay consider Lamping's system as a local implementation of the (global) operation of duplicationover boxes, in Linear Logic.Exploiting this relation has led to a simpler rewriting system (only 12 rules), together with amuch more elegant, logical foundation of Lamping's work.In order to take advantage of this relation, any attempt of generalizing Lamping approach tomore powerful rewriting systems, should presuppose some \logical nature" of the calculus. This isthe main reason for restricting the analysis to Interaction Systems.As a matter of fact, the intuitionistic avour of Interaction Systems directly suggests the designof its optimal evaluator. In particular, let L be the intuitionistic logic associated with an IS (seeSection 3.3). We can de�ne a \linear logic" version of L. That is, we may de�ne a new systemLLL by just replacing the structural part of L with its \counterpart" in Linear Logic (i.e. givingto weakening and contraction a \logical status" by means of the operators why not and of course).Then, L can be embedded into LLL in essentially the same way that Intuitionistic Logic is embeddedinto (Intuitionistic) Linear Logic. Last, by using the optimal implementation of boxes de�ned in[12], we get an optimal implementation of the original IS's. Although we shall not explicitly providethe de�nition of LLL, the reader should keep in mind the previous methodological assumption, inorder to understand the translation of terms using Lamping-Gonthier's operators.Let us just make here some remarks about this translation, which are not subsumed by theprevious discussion.First of all, we work in an untyped setting. So, as in the case of the �-calculus, we must add tothe \logical" system some implicit type-isomorphism taking care of this fact. For coding �-calculusin proof nets of Linear Logic, there are two possible \standard" solutions, respectively based on the6



type-isomorphism D �=!(D��D) and D �= (!D)��D. The �rst one is adopted in [19, 11], since it wascloser to Lamping's original approach. The second one is suggested by the \traditional" embeddingof intuitionistic implication by means of linear implication [10]. We will follow the latter, since itis closer to the logical perspective (but the former would work as well). As a consequence, ourimplementation of the �-calculus will be slightly di�erent from [11].A second point which requires some care is the implementation of rewriting rules (cuts), sinceright hand sides (shortened into rhs's) must be \linearized" w.r.t. the metavariables. This problemdoes not appear in the �-calculus because �-reduction is already linear in its metavariables. InIS's, in general, this is not true: metavariables can be erased and/or duplicated by each rule.The case of erasing is not particularly problematic, but duplication is more subtle, since it coulda�ect optimality. For the sake of clarity, we shall translate each rule in several steps. We �rstapply a linearization procedure; then translate it according to the standard paradigm in [11] forrepresenting boxes; �nally we partially evaluate the rule, eliminating every redundancy which hasbeen possibly introduced in the previous steps.Finally, we emphasize that the rewriting system describing the optimal implementation of anIS is itself an Interaction Net. This is particularly nice: we started with IN, added sharing to get ISand implemented (optimally) this sharing inside the original systems. Since IN's get rid of variablenames and implement rewriting systems in a symbolic way, our work generalizes some recent resultsof Burroni [7] and Lafont [17] to higher order rewriting systems.As much as possible we shall avoid any reference to Interaction Nets and Linear Logic. How-ever [12] is a prerequisite for a deep understanding of the evaluators.3 Interaction SystemsAs we mentioned in the Introduction, Interaction Systems should be correctly understood as theintuitionistic generalization of Lafont's Interaction Nets [16]. The relation between InteractionSystems and Interaction Nets has been deeply investigated in [3]. We shall follow here a di�erentapproach (also for avoiding repetition), explaining Interaction Systems as a subclass of Klop's [15]Combinatory Reduction Systems (CRS, for short). In particular, we shall see that InteractionSystems are just that subclass of CRS where the Curry-Howard (Proof as Proposition) analogy canstill be applied. This will allow us to stress the intuitionistic nature of Interaction Systems.3.1 IS and CRSIt is not our intention to provide the formal de�nition of Combinatory Reduction Systems, here:we shall just hint the main ideas (the reader is referred to [1, 15] for more details).Combinatory Reduction Systems (CRS) are a higher order generalization of Term RewritingSystems, where each form of the syntax may work as a binder. The main consequence is that inthe right hand side of a rewriting rule can possibly appear substitutions, which are de�ned (in theobvious way) at a meta-level, as in the �-calculus.Since each syntactical form f can act as binder, its arity cannot be just an integer n, expressingthe number of its arguments, as at the �rst order level. Indeed, for any argument M , we mustalso specify the number of variables bound by f in M . So the arity of a form f will be a sequencek1 : : : kn, where n is the number of arguments, and ki the number of variables which are bound byf inside its i-th argument. 7



The terms of the language are then de�ned out of forms and variables in the obvious inductiveway, according to the arity of the forms.The next step is to introduce a notion of meta-variable, ranging over terms. This is very muchlike in the �-calculus; the only care is in de�ning the proper arity for each metavariable X , thatis, roughly, the number of distinguished free variables in X (names, not occurrences) which are\accessible" for substitution (in the �-calculus, this is always 1). So, if the arity of X is k, we mayapply to X k-ary substitution X [M1=x1 ; : : : ;Mk =xk ].Terms containing metavariables (and substitutions) are called metaterms. A reduction rule isany pair (L;R) of metaterms such that:1. the root form of L is a form;2. L and R are closed;3. all the metavariables in R occur already in L;4. the metavariables in L occur only at leaf-positions in (the abstract syntax tree of) L (inparticular, no substitution is applied to them).If no metavariable occur twice in L, the reduction rule is called left-linear. A CRS where allreduction rules are left linear, and without critical pairs, is called regular.Example 3.1 The recursion operator �, is a form with arity 1: it binds exactly one variable insideits unique argument. The rewriting rule for � is expressed as follows:�(x:X) ! X [�(x:X)=x]where X is a metavariable of arity 1.Interaction Systems are obtained from CRS's by imposing the following constraints (see section4 for the formal de�nition):� in the signature, we have a bipartition of forms in constructors and destructors. Constructorshave arbitrary arities, while the arity of a destructor must have a leading 0. In other words, adestructor cannot bind variables in its �rst argument. The reason for this restriction is thatthe �rst argument position of a destructor d is the (unique) place where it may interact witha constructor, and d cannot bind variables in the argument it is interacting with. We willshow that this restriction has a strong logical motivation;� in the rewriting rules, we just impose a restriction on the shape of the left hand side L, thatmust look as follow: d(c(~x1k1 : X1; � � � ; ~xmkm : Xm); � � � ; ~xnkn : Xn)where i 6= j implies Xi 6= Xj (left linearity). The arity of d is 0km+1 � � �kn and that of c isk1 � � �km.In other words, every rewriting rule is de�ned by the interaction of a destructor d with aconstructor c (that is assumed to be unique, i.e. there exists at most one rewriting rule forevery pair d-c).The previous constraints may look very restrictive and somewhat arbitrary. We shall try toanswer to these objections in the following subsections. We shall start with providing severalexamples of Interaction Systems, in order to show their expressive power. Then we shall discussthe intuitionistic nature of Interaction Systems, that motivated their introduction.8



3.2 ExamplesThe most typical example of Interaction System is �-calculus.Example 3.2 (The �-calculus) The application @ is a destructor of arity 00, and � is a con-structor of arity 1. The only rewriting rule is �-reduction:@(�(x:X); Y ) ! X [Y =x]:An Interaction System where no form is a binder is called discrete. Discrete Interaction Systemsare obviously a special case of Term Rewriting Systems. The signature of the system is a �rst ordersignature � partitioned in two classes: the constructors (ranged over by c) and the destructors(ranged over by d). The rewriting rules have the following general shape:d(c(X1; � � � ; Xm); � � � ; Xn) ! Hwhere H is a terms built up with forms and variables in fX1; � � � ; Xng.A lot of interesting IS's are discrete.Example 3.3 A typical example of discrete Interaction System is Primitive Recursion. Thereare only two constructors 0 and succ. Composition of two functions f(�) and g(�) is obviouslyexpressed as f(g(�)). The primitive recursion scheme has already the correct IS-shape:d(0; X) ! h(X)d(succ(X); Y ) ! f(X; Y; g(X; Y ))For instance, we may de�neadd(0; X) ! X mult(0; X) ! 0add(succ(X); Y ) ! succ(add(X; Y )) mult(succ(X); Y ) ! add(Y; mult(X; Y ))In a similar way, we may de�ne all inductive types (booleans, lists, trees, and so on).Example 3.4 Booleans are de�ned by two constructors T and F of arity " (two constants). Thenyou may add your favorite destructors. A typical example is the if-then-else operator \, of arity000. The rules for the conditional are described by the following obvious interactions between \ andT or F: \(T; X; Y )! X \(F; X; Y )! YExample 3.5 IS's may be in�nite. For instance, when doing arithmetics, we would not like to usethe unary notation based on 0 and succ. A simple solution is to consider each integer n as a dis-tinguished constructor n. Then, we may reasonably de�ne arithmetical operations in constant time.The only problem is the local sequentiality constraint, that imposes interaction on a distinguishedport of the form (however, this is what occurs in practice, on a sequential machine). For instance,we may de�ne add(m; X)! addm(X) addm(n)! kwhere k = n+m. Note that we have an in�nite number of forms, and also an in�nite number ofrewriting rules. 9



Let us remark a trivial but important property of Discrete Interaction Systems, that couldmotivate the bipartition of forms into constructors and destructors.Proposition 3.6 If in a Discrete Interaction System we have a rewriting rule for every pair d-c,then all closed terms in normal form may only contain constructors.In other words, constructors may be used to de�ne the \abstract data type", whose de�nitionis then una�ected by the introduction of new destructors (provided that the de�nition of eachdestructor is complete on the data).Another interesting property of discrete Interaction Systems is that they have trivial optimalimplementations. Indeed, since we do not have bindings, they can be represented as acyclic graphs.This means that we never introduce fan-outs during the reduction and so we do not even needcontrol operators (brackets and croissants) to match fan-ins and fan-outs (see [7, 17], where theimplementations are optimal).There is an important point to be understood here. As just remarked, it is trivial to provide anoptimal implementation of Discrete Interaction Systems. Since they are Turing-complete (there isa trivial encoding of Combinatory Logic), one may wonder what is the interest to consider higherorder systems, where the correct handling of sharing becomes much more di�cult. For instance, inthe case of �-calculus, we may compile a �-term M in a term M 0 of Combinatory Logic, and thenreduce M 0 in an optimal way. The problem is that the optimal reduction of M 0 has nothing to dowith optimality in the �-calculus! (see [3]).Example 3.7 Let us �nally consider another example out of the discrete case: the recursion op-erator �. This is a bit problematic, since IS's are based on a principle of binary interaction and inthe case of � we just have a sort of \unary" interaction.There are two \standard" ways to force a binary interaction for these kind of operators. The�rst consists in considering them as constructors and to introduce dummy destructors of arity 0interacting with them. Thus, in the case of �, we take a destructor d� and the rewriting rulebecomes: d�(�(hxi: X)) ! X [d�(�(hxi:X))=x]The dual way consists in considering operators interacting unarily as destructors, and requirethe existence of \dual" dummy constructors of arity ". In the case of �, the dummy constructor isc� and the rewriting rule becomes:�(c�; hxi: X) ! X [�(c�; hxi:X)=x]3.3 The Intuitionistic Nature of ISWe shall now defend our claim that Interaction Systems are the subsystem of Klop's CRS, wherethe Curry-Howard analogy \still makes sense". We shall do that by stressing the intuitionisticnature of Interaction Systems: constructors and destructors respectively correspond to right andleft introduction rules, interaction is cut, and computation is cut-elimination.10



3.3.1 From Intuitionistic Systems to IS's : : :An Intuitionistic System, in a sequent calculus presentation (�a la Gentzen), consists of expressions,named sequents, whose shape is A1; � � � An ` B where Ai and B are formulas and the comma in theleft side of the entail is interpreted as conjunction. Inference rules are partitioned into three groups(in order to emphasize the relationships with IS's, we write rules by assigning terms to proofs):(Structural Rules) (Exchange) �; x : A; y : B; � ` t : C�; y : B; x : A; � ` t : C(Contraction) �; x : A; y : A ` t : C�; z : A; � ` t[z=x;z =y ] : C (Weakening) � ` t : C�; z : A ` t : C(Identity Group)(Identity) x : A ` x : A (Cut) � ` t : A �; x : A ` t0 : B�; � ` t0[t=x] : B(Logical Rules) These are the \peculiar" operations of the systems. Standard operations areimplication, conjunction, etc.: in the following we will discuss several examples. What is importantto remark here is that logical rules are split into two groups: those introducing the logical connective\on the left" of the sequent and those introducing symbols \on the right". The former ones arecalled destructors; the latter ones are named constructors. The shape of these rules will be:�1; ~x 1 : ~A 1 ` t1 : B1 � � � �m; ~xm : ~Am ` tm : Bm �; z : C ` t : D�1; � � � ; �m; � ; y : Td( ~A 1; B1; � � � ; ~Am; Bm; C) ` t[d(y; ~x 1: t1; ���; ~xm: tm)=z ] : Dfor destructors and �1; ~x 1 : ~A 1 ` t1 : B1 � � � �n; ~xn : ~An ` tn : Bn�1; � � � ; �n ` c(~x 1: t1; � � � ; ~xn: tn) : Tc( ~A 1; B1; � � � ; ~An; Bn)for constructors. Above Td( ~A 1; B1; � � � ; ~Am; Bm; C) and Tc( ~A 1; B1; � � � ; ~An; Bn) are types builtup by means of the types they take as argument and they are equal, provided they correspond tothe same logical operator. The unique proviso is that no commitment is done about the contexts�i, that is they are assumed pairwise di�erent. More precisely we are generalizing the so-calledmultiplicative connectives (see [20], pg. 47 for a discussion about additives).A standard example is implication, that gives the expressions of typed �-calculus:(! left) � ` t : A z : B; � ` t0 : C�; y : A ! B; � ` t0[@(y;t)=z ] : C (! right) �; x : A ` t : B� ` �(hxi: t) : A! BAn easy consequence of the above construction is that every proof of an Intuitionistic System canbe described by an IS-expression. Note in particular that destructors (as the application @) cannot11



bind at the level of the variable y (the principal port of destructors, in Lafont's terminology) sinceit is a newly added hypothesis and it is found in the lhs of the �nal sequent. This is the reasonwhy, in the concrete syntax for IS's, we have assumed that destructors have arity 0 at the �rstargument.An important theorem of sequent calculus is that stating the redundancy of cut-rules, i.e. everyproof with instances of the cut-rule can be turned into an equivalent one without cuts. Fromthe operational point of view this gives dynamics, because it guarantees the logical soundness ofrewriting a proof into another one. These rewritings must be speci�ed a priori: a proof ending intoa cut must be remade into another one by means of some mechanism that is characteristic of thatcut.In order to ensure the possibility of eliminating all cuts, the cut-elimination (term rewriting)process must terminate. In general, this property does not hold in IS's. We just have a generalcorrespondence between IS's and systems with an intuitionistic nature, but only a posteriori we mayactually check if a particular system enjoys good \logical" properties (cut-elimination, subformulaproperty, : : :).Obviously, we could proceed the other way round, imposing some su�cient conditions on IS's(typing, �rst of all) to establish a tighter relation with logic. This is surely an interesting subject,but it is out of the scope of the present paper. So, in the following, we shall merely focus on thedynamic aspects of cut-elimination, without worrying with termination.Let us recall what happens in intuitionistic logic when we try to eliminate a cut between theinstances of the destructor and the constructor of the implication. Here is the typical situation:�; x : A ` t : B� ` �(hxi: t) : A!B � ` t0 : A y : B;� ` t00 : C�; z : A!B;� ` t00[@(z;t0)=y ] : C�;�;� ` t00[@(z;t0)=y ][�(hxi:t)=z] : CThe elimination of the above cut consists in introducing two cuts of lesser grade. The rewrittenproof is: � ` t0 : A �; x : A ` t : B y : B;� ` t00 : C�; x : A;� ` t00[t=y] : C�;�;� ` t00[t=y ][t0=x] : CNote that this meta-operation on proofs induces a rewriting rule in the underlying IS, which is, inthis case, �-reduction. Indeed, it is easy to check that the proofs t0[@(z;t)=y ][�(hxi:t)=z] and t00[t=y][t0=x]can be proved equal via �-reduction.Back to the discussion about a generic cut-elimination, we have to understand what kind ofrewriting this process performs. Foremost, there are several kinds of cuts: the one just describedis a logical cut (i.e. between two dual logical rules). The other forms of cut are when the rulespreceding the cut are not dual. In this case, the Intuitionistic System eliminate the cut by liftingit in the premises of one of the rules (that becomes the last rule of the proof). These kind of cutshave no counterpart in IS's, since they are implicitly dealt with by the de�nition of substitution.So, let us concentrate on logical cuts only.Let L and R be the left and right sequent in the cut-rule, respectively. The �rst observationis that, during the process of cut-elimination, the proofs ending into the premises of L and R12



are considered as a whole: no assumption about them is done and every operation on any of thehypotheses (bound by L or R) must be done on the others in the same sequent, too. These sequentsconstitute the interface of the cut. Starting from the interface, one can imagine to build up a newproof, by means of arbitrary inference rules. In the case of implication we have used a sequence oftwo cuts. However, other choices could be possible.The unique constraint of the cut-elimination process is the prohibition of creating new hypothe-ses. This has two implications:1. the variables bound by L or R must be suitably �lled in (typically with cuts or introducingnew forms binding them);2. if axioms are introduced then the variable in the premise must be consumed (with a cut orby another rule) by the proof.What is the shape of the induced rewriting in the underlying IS? The lhs must be something ofthe form d(c(~x1k1 : X1; � � � ; ~xmkm : Xm); � � � ; ~xnkn : Xn) since a (logical) cut always involves a destructorrule and a constructor one. The Xi represent the proofs ending into the sequents in the hypothesesof L and R. In the right hand sides we may� introduce new variables with axioms or with weakenings (denoted by x),or, starting from proofs H1; � � � ; Hn that have been already built up,� we can exploit proofsXi (provided we �ll the bound hypothesis: notationX [H1=x1 ; � � � ;Hn =xn ])� or introduce a new logical rule (denoted as f(~x 1: H1; � � � ; ~xn: Hn)).The other logical operations (contractions, cuts) are visible in the syntax under copying or inter-actions. The syntactical constraint reecting the logical absence of new hypotheses is: right handsides of rules must be closed expressions.According to the above paradigm, every Intuitionistic System can be modeled through a suitableIS. Let us consider some example.Example 3.8 (Naturals) Natural numbers are de�ned by two constructors 0 and succ. Theseconstructors are respectively associated with the following right introduction rules:(nat; right0 ) ` 0 : nat (nat; rightS) �;` n : nat� ` succ(n) : natIn this case, we have two introduction rules for the type nat. A typical destructor is add.(nat; leftadd) � ` p : nat �; y : nat ` t : A�;� x : nat ` t[add(x;p)=y] : Awhere A can be any type. Of course, we have a di�erent left introduction rule for each destructor.The following is an example of cut:` 0 : nat � ` p : nat y : nat;� ` t : A�; x : nat;� ` t[add(x;p)=y ] : A�;� ` t[add(x;p)=y][0=x] : A13



that is simpli�ed into: � ` p : nat y : nat;� ` t : A�;� ` t[p=y] : AThe above elimination induces the IS-rule add(0; X) ! X, according to which we have thatt[add(x;p)=y][0=x] and t[p=y] are equal.Example 3.9 (Lists) Lists are de�ned by means of two constructors cons and nil of arity 00and ", respectively. The typical destructors are hd and tl of arity 0. In the case of lists of integers,we may write the following introduction rules for the type natlist:(natlist; rightnil) ` nil : natlist(natlist; rightcons) � ` n : nat � ` l : natlist�; � ` cons(n; l) : natlist(natlist ; lefthd) �; y : nat ` t : A�; x : natlist ` t[hd(x)=y ] : A(natlist ; lefttl) �; y : natlist ` t : A�; x : natlist ` t[tl(x)=y ] : AA typical cut is:� ` n : nat � ` l : natlist�;� ` cons(n; l) : natlist �; y : Nat ` t : A�; x : natlist ` t[hd(x)=y ] : A�;�;� ` t[hd(x)=y ][cons(n;l)=x]and the obvious cut elimination rule gives:� ` n : nat �; y : nat ` t : A�;� ` t[n=y ] : AAgain, by the reduction rule hd(cons(X; Y )) ! X, we have t[hd(l)=y ][cons(n;l)=x] = t[n=y ]. As anexercise the reader can provide the cut between (natlist; rightcons) and (natlist; lefttl) and verify thatit induces the following rewriting: tl(cons(X;L))! L3.3.2 : : : and backThe vice versa, namely interpreting an IS into an Intuitionistic System is not always possible. Inparticular, the main problems are due to the lack of any type discipline in IS's (we have the sameproblem with the pure �-calculus).Up to this inadequacy, it is possible to provide the generic rule corresponding to a form. Theparadigm is exactly the reverse of that discussed in the previous subsection. In particular, werespectively associate with a destructor or a constructor the two introduction rules described atthe beginning of section 3.3.1. 14



A rewriting rule, is interpreted as the elimination of a logical cut. In order to understand theway the cut is rewritten in the intuitionistic system, we reason by induction on the structure of therhs of the IS-rule. Recall that the right hand side H of an IS-rule is a closed expression built upby the following syntax:H ::= x j f(~x 1: H1; � � � ; ~xn: Hn) j X [H1=x1 ; � � � ;Hn =xn ]The case of variables is easy: they correspond to axioms. A metaexpression X [H1=x1 ; � � � ;Hn =xn ]is interpreted as a sequence of cuts between the variables xi in X and the proofs representing Hi.A metaexpression of the shape f(~x 1: H1; � � � ; ~xn: Hn), where f is a constructor, is interpreted bytaking the proofs corresponding to H1; : : : ; Hn, possibly adding weakenings if bound variables donot appear in the bodies, and adding as last rule that corresponding to f. If f is a destructor, therule corresponding to f take as sub-proofs those of H2; : : : ; Hn. Finally a cut must be introducedbetween the rule of f and the proof of H1. Some cuts with axioms can be eliminated in the obviousway, after this rough interpretation.The last step consists of adding a sequence of weakenings that perform the sharing of the copiesof the proofs replacing the same metavariable.4 The formal de�nition of ISAn Interaction System is de�ned by a signature � and a set of rewriting rules R.(The signature) The signature � consists of a denumerable set of variables and a set of forms. Theset of forms is partitioned into two disjoint sets �+ and ��, representing constructors (ranged overby c) and destructors (ranged over by d). Variables will be ranged over by x; y; z; � � �, possiblyindexed. Vectors of variables will be denoted by ~xi where i is the length of the vector (oftenomitted).Each form can work as a binder. This means that in the arity of the form we must specify notonly the number of arguments, but also, for each argument, the number of variables it is supposedto bind. Thus, the arity of a form f, is a �nite (possibly empty) sequence of naturals (and not, asusual, a natural!). Moreover, we have the constraint that the arity of every destructor d 2 �� hasa leading 0 (i.e., it cannot bind over its �rst argument). The reason for this restriction is that, inLafont's notation [16], at the �rst argument we �nd the principal port of the destructor, that is the(unique) port where we will have interaction.Expressions, ranged over by t; t1; � � �, are inductively generated by the two rules below:a: every variable is an expression;b: if f is a form of arity k1 � � �kn and t1; � � � ; tn are expressions thenf(~x1k1 : t1; � � � ; ~xnkn : tn) is an expression.Free and bound occurrences of variables are de�ned in the obvious way. As usual, we will identifyterms up to renaming of bound variables (�-conversion).(The rewriting rules) Rewriting rules are described by using schemas or metaexpressions. Ametaexpression is an expression built up also with metavariables, ranged over by X; Y; � � �, possiblyindexed (see [1] for more details). Metaexpressions will be denoted by H;H1 � � �.15



A rewriting rule is a pair of metaexpressions, written H1 ! H2, where H1 (the left hand sideof the rule, lhs for short) has the following formatd(c(~x1k1 : X1; � � � ; ~xmkm : Xm); � � � ; ~xnkn : Xn)and i 6= j implies Xi 6= Xj (left linearity). The arity of d is 0km+1 � � �kn and that of c is k1 � � �km.The right hand side H2 (rhs, for short) is every closed metaexpression, whose metavariables arealready in the lhs and built up by the following syntaxH ::= x j f(~x 1a1 : H1; � � � ; ~x jaj : Hj) j Xi[H1=xi1 ; � � � ;Hki =xiki ]The expression X [H1=x1 ; � � � ;Hn =xn ] denotes a meta-operation of substitution, as in the �-calculus.Finally, the set of rewriting rules must be non-ambiguous, i.e. there exists at most one rewritingrule for every pair d-c.Example 4.1 As we already remarked, the most typical example of IS is �-calculus. Many in-teresting Interaction Systems can be then de�ned by enriching the �-calculus with \�-rules". Forinstance, an alternative way to look at the recursion operator � is as a destructor of arity 0 in-teracting with � (i.e., a destructor alternative to application). In this case it is described by thefollowing reduction �(�(hxi: X))! X [�(�(hyi:X[y=x]))=x](Note that the � and the � in the rhs have nothing to do with those in the lhs). We shall use thisde�nition of � in the rest of the paper.4.1 Bourbaki representationsExpressions of Interaction Systems have graphical representations that are reminiscent of Lafont'sInteraction Nets. In particular, a form f of arity k1 : : : kn is represented as a node of name f with1 +Pni=1 pi ports (edges); pi = ki + 1 is the i-th partition of f. The i-th partition represents theconnections between f and its i-th argumentM . In particular, one connection, that correspondingto the unique negative port, called the argument port, is with the root of M , and ki with thevariables bound by f (the latters will be called bound ports of the partition and have a positivepolarity). Observe that bound variables correspond to (bound) ports of the form f. Thus ourgraphs are cyclic. Indeed, already Bourbaki used this notation for predicate logic [6]: this is thereason for calling Bourbaki representations our graphical representations of expressions.The unique port which does not belong to a partition is called the output port of f. All theforms, have a principal port, which is drawn with an outgoing arrow (the arrow is omitted whenit is clear from the context: see Figure 2 below). The other entries are called auxiliary ports (see[16]). In the case of a constructor, the principal port coincides with the output port. In the caseof a destructor, the principal port is the unique edge in the �rst partition (recall that the arity ofthe �rst argument of a destructor is eventually 0, so this partition is a singleton and does not havebound ports).By this de�nition, interactions between constructors and destructors takes place only at prin-cipal ports (local sequentiality).Following Lafont, it is possible to add polarities to ports. In particular, the output port of eachform is always positive. So, the principal port of a constructor is positive. On the contrary, the16



principal port of a destructor is negative. All bounds port have positive polarities, and all the otherports are negative. In particular, in every partition we have exactly one negative port. An edgemay only connect forms at ports with opposite polarities.Polarities have a strong logical motivation. They are essentially related to the connectionsestablished by the form with the formulae (the conclusions) in the upper sequents of the associatedintroduction rule: positive if the formula (the conclusion) is in the rhs of a sequent, and negativeotherwise. Moreover, ports belonging to a same partition are eventually connected with conclusionsof a same sequent (see [3] for more details).The correspondence between ports, bound variables and body of the arguments is �xed onceand for all for each form. This means that all ports of a given form should be suitably \marked"(for the sake of readability, we shall generally omit to do that). For example, we illustrate inFigure 2.(a) the graphical representation of c(hxi:d(x); y: g(y; y)). Variables which are not bound
(a)���d��6!!!!�����c6��� DDDDHH���g?� �� � (b)� ����@@u����@���HH���@@v� ���������� ����� �����@HH����� @� �Figure 2: Graphical representations of expressionswill be depicted as dangling edges whose ends are labeled by the name of the variables. This isthe case for the variables u and v in the �-term (�x:(xu)(xv))(�y:y) depicted in Figure 2.(b). Werecall that, in this way, several edges may have a common end, due to the multiple occurrence ofa free variable in an expression.The reader is referred to [3] for more details about the graphical representation. A lot ofexamples will be found in the following pages.5 Labeling and the family relationThis section is devoted to the generalization of L�evy's labeling [21] from �-calculus to arbitraryInteraction Systems. Labeling allows us to de�ne the family relation, that is the kind of \optimal"sharing the implementation should support. Let IN+ be the set of nonempty sequences of naturalnumbers.De�nition 5.1 Let L = fa; b; � � �g be a countable set of atomic labels. The set L of labels, rangedover by �; �; � � � is de�ned by the following rules:L j �� j (�)swhere s 2 IN+. The operation of concatenation �� will be assumed associative.17



Although its formalization is a bit entangled, the idea behind the following labeling is verysimple. When a redex is �red, a label � is captured between the destructor and the constructor;this is the label associated with the redex. Then, the rhs of the rewriting rule must be suitably\marked" with �, in order to keep a trace of the history of the creation. Moreover, since in the rhswe may introduce new forms, we must guarantee a property similar to the initial labeling, where alllabels are di�erent. This means that all links in the rhs must be marked with a di�erent functionof � (and we shall use sequences of naturals, for this purpose).Let us come to the formal de�nition. Every IS (�; R) can be turned in a free way into a (labeled)CRS (�L; RL).The forms of �L are those in � [ L with the arity of every � 2 L equal to 0. Ifd(c(~x 1: X1; � � � ; ~xm: Xm); � � � ; ~xn: Xn) ! His a rule in R then, for every i and for every i-tuple �1; � � ��i, the ruled(�1( � � �(�i(c(~x 1: X1; � � � ; ~xm: Xm) � � �); � � � ; ~xn: Xn) ! L0�1����i(H)belongs to RL, where Ls� is de�ned over metaexpressions as followsLs�(x) = (�)s(x)Ls�(f(~x 0: H0; � � � ; ~xm: Hm)) = (�)s(f(~x 0:Ls0� (H0); � � � ; ~xm:Lsm� (Hm))Ls�(X [H0=x0 ; � � � ; Hn=xn ]) = (�)s(X [Ls0� (H0)=x0 ; � � � ; Lsn� (Hn)=xn ])Example 5.2 Consider again the �-calculus. The �-reduction @(�(hxi: X); Y ) ! X [Y =x] givesrise, in the labeled version, to the following rules:@(�1( � � �(�i(�(hxi: X) � � �); Y ) ! L0̀(X [Y =x])where ` = �1 � � ��i. Note that, by de�nition, L0̀(X [Y =x]) = (`)0(X [(`)00(Y )=x]), therefore, by replac-ing `0 with ` and `00 with `, we easily recognize L�evy's labeling.Labeled expressions are depicted by the same standard as unlabeled ones, with the agreement towrite labels besides edges connecting forms.Let (�; R) be an IS and let (�L; RL) be the labeled CRS built in the way described above.Given a form f in � and an occurrence of it in a term t of �L, we say that f has label �1�2 � � ��i if,in the syntactic tree of t, �1�2 � � ��i is the path towards the root which links f to the less outsideform in � (or to the root). The degree of a redex u is the label of the constructor (i.e. the sequenceof the labels between the pair of symbols d-c of the redex u).We will say that an expression owns the property INIT when the label of the forms are atomicand pairwise di�erent.De�nition 5.3 Two redexes yielded by a derivation starting at a labeled expression owning INITare in a same family if and only if their degrees are the same.This approach to the notion of redex-family based on labels does not give much insights aboutthe intuitions that are behind. There are other equivalent approaches, suggested by the case of�-calculus [21, 22]. The relations among them have been discussed in detail in [3, 20].18



6 Sharing graphsLet us come to the optimal implementation of IS's. As remarked in the Introduction, the aimis to share, along derivations, redexes that are in the same family. This is yielded by enrichingthe graphical representation of expressions with control operators. Such operators are describedin Figure 3 and must be considered as forms. This means that each node has a principal port of(root)� (erasing)
 (croissant)\�n (bracket)nt (fan)? �5nFigure 3: The control operatorsinteraction. In Figure 3, the principal ports are always at the lower edges.To be formal, croissants, brackets and fans are of two types, according to the polarity of theirprincipal port. When the polarity of (the principal port of) the fan is negative then the node iscalled fan-in; when the polarity is positive, the fan is named fan-out. Fans are the main nodes forimplementing sharing.You can get some intuition on control operators by their relation with linear logic. In this logic,every datum which has a not-linear use, must be put inside a box. The number of boxes enclosinga datum essentially expresses the number of di�erent levels of sharing the datum is subject to.The purpose of square brackets of index 0 is essentially that of marking some points of \dis-continuity" in the graph which are not explicitly expressed by other control operators. Typically,when we pass from a variable to its binder, or from an application to its right argument (in bothcases we are implicitly switching from a type !(D) to D, or vice versa).Boxes can be opened, or shifted inside other boxes. Both these operations dynamically modifythe sharing levels in the term. So we must introduce some operators to implement these modi�-cations. In particular, a box is opened when the datum it contains is accessed via a variable (onepotential level of sharing has been dropped). This \push down" on the datum is expressed by thecroissant. So, the translation of a variable will just look as follows:\�1A box M can be shifted inside another box N when we try to access M from some of the freevariables of N . In this case, the levels of sharing M is subjected to, is augmented of 1 (thepotential sharing N). Again, we need a new operator to express this modi�cation. This is thesquare bracket (with index n � 0). In particular, all the time we build a box around a datum P(every time a datum can be potentially shared), we must add a square bracket of index 1 on eachnegative conclusion (free variable) of P .From the semantical point of view, brackets and croissants should be understood as contexttransformers. They modify the shape of the context (adding, erasing, freezing and unfreezinglevels), in order to correctly travel along the sharing graph in the read-back phase. For example,the presence of indexes besides the operators indicates the depth where the modi�cation takes placein the context (see Section 8 or [18, 19]). 19



? �5i? �4i =) ? �5i? �4j =) ? �5i ? �5i? �4j ? �4j� �@ @ \�i[�i =)\�i[�j =) \�i[�j�1 itui =) ituj =) ituj+1t i? �4j =) it� it? �4j+1@ it[�j =) [�j+1ti ? �5iuj =) uj@ ? �5i � uj\�iu j =) \�iuj�1 \�i? �4j =) \�i \�i? �4j�1@�� ? �5i[�j =) [�j@ ? �5i � [�jFigure 4: The control rules (0 � i < j)The rules governing the interactions between control operators are drawn in Figure 4.The root and erasing nodes are respectively attached to the \important" and \unimportant"dangling edges of the graph. The important edges are the root and the free variables; the uselessedges are those parts of the graph that have been discarded along the derivation. Indeed, in orderto preserve locality of the rewriting rules, the parts of the graph that are erased by a contractionare connected to erasing nodes. We could add rules providing garbage collection (mainly involvingthe erasing node), but these do not eliminate all the garbage and are not essential for correctness.So we omit them.7 ImplementationNow we have all the preliminaries to provide the implementation of a generic IS. The optimalimplementation is described as a graph rewriting system. The nodes of the graph are either controloperators or syntactical forms of the IS. Actually, the graph rewriting system is itself an InteractionNet, inheriting all good properties of this formalism (in particular, the strong diamond property).The translation of IS-expressions is discussed in Subsection 7.1 below. Subsection 7.2 will dealwith the rewriting rules. 20



7.1 The translation of expressionsIn the translation of an arbitrary expression in sharing graph we shall essentially follow [12]. Thetranslation function T + calls an auxiliary function T , inductively de�ned in Figure 6.�'& $%T (t)�0t �0tT +(t) = p p pFigure 5: The encoding function T +Remark 7.1 : The de�nition of T will be slightly di�erent from that provided in [4, 20]. Actually,there, we strictly followed the local implementation of boxes for linear logic described in the �rstpart of [12]. The reader can verify that the translation in [4, 20] eventually introduces a redundantnumber of redexes between brackets of index 0 facing each other. Therefore expressions in normalform were encoded, in general, by sharing graphs not in normal form. A better translation can beobtained by avoiding the introduction of all these redexes. Indeed, such translation relies on theimplementation of Girard's uni�ed logic (a synthesis of classical, intuitionistic and linear logic)described in the second part of [12]. This is the approach we will follow here.For simplicity, in Figure 6, we consider the paradigmatic case when constructors and destructorshave respectively arity 1 and 01. The other cases are easily derived. In this �gure, the danglingT (d(M;hxi:N)) = @@@ ? �51��� 1t 1t�� ��T (N)�� ��T (M) � �u0u0���d @@u0��	T (c(hxi:M)) = 1t�� ��T (M)� �u0u0���c6�� @@u0T (x) = \�1Figure 6: The translation function T (bound variables occur in the bodies)edges in the bottom represent generic free variables which are not bound by the forms c and d. Inparticular, the edge outgoing the 1-indexed fan-in, represents a free variable which is common toMand N . If some bound variable does not occur in the body, the corresponding port of the binder isconnected to an erasing node, as shown in Figure 7 (logically, the variable has been introduced by21



T (c(hxi:M)) =x62var(M) 1t�� ��T (M)���c6�� @@
 u0Figure 7: The translation function T (the bound variable does not occur in the body)means of the weakening rule). The above translation is a more or less obvious consequence of thelinear logic implementation in [12] (via a type isomorphism D �= (!D)��D. A variable x representsan axiom whose negative edge has been derelicted. All the arguments of forms (apart the argumentat the main port of a destructor) must be put inside boxes (must be protected by !). This because,each one of these arguments may be used in a non linear way during rewriting, and/or can be usedas an argument in a substitution.Here a peculiarity deserves to be emphasized. Let us consider the case of the constructor c(the same considerations hold for the destructor). When we put the argument of c inside a box,the control operators to be added at the level of the bound variable are di�erent from the controloperators to be added to free variables. The reader should intuitively imagine to have a pseudo-binder between the form and the body of the argument, as drawn below:�� ��T (M)� �����Abs6�� @@In this case, when we perform the !-introduction and the c-introduction, we obtain the con�gurationillustrated in Figure 8.That is as the constructor had no bound variable! Since the pseudo-binder is a ghost, itdisappears, the bracket traverses it and we obtain the translation of Figure 6. The reason forproceeding in this way will become more clear when we will describe the translation of the rewritingrules of IS's. At that stage, the ghost-binder will become apparent and will play an essential roleduring partial evaluation.7.2 The translation of rewriting rulesRewriting rules may be classi�ed in three groups. We shall discuss each group in a separatesubsection. 22



����Abs�� @@6u 0���c6Figure 8: !-introduction with ghost-binder7.2.1 Control RulesThese are the 12 rules in Figure 4. These rules provide the general framework for the optimalimplementation of the structural part of IS's.7.2.2 Interfacing RulesThese are the rules which describe the interaction between control operators and forms of thesyntax (that is, they describe the interface between the structural and the logical part of IS's).These rules have a polimorphic nature. We de�ne them by means of schemas, where f can be anarbitrary form of the syntax. The rules are drawn in Figure 9 (where i > 0).����f6� @p p p? �5i =) ���? �5i%%%eee ? �5iEEEp p p����f6 ����f6 ����f6� @p p p\� i =) ����f6�� AAp p p \� i\� i
����f6� @p p pt i =) ����f6�� AAp p p ititFigure 9: The interfacing rules between control operators and forms (i > 0)As you see, interfacing the structural and the logical part of IS at the implementation level isvery simple. This is a main consequence of the logical nature of IS's.23



7.2.3 Proper RulesThese rules describe the interactions between destructors and constructors of the IS's. These arethe only rules which are dependent from the particular Interaction System under investigation, andthe only ones which deserve some care, in the translation. We shall de�ne the implementation ofthe rewriting rules in four steps: �-expansion, linearization, translation and partial evaluation.The idea behind �-expansion and linearization is that of expliciting the \interface" between thenew forms which have been possibly introduced in the rhs of the rule, and the metavariables in itslhs. Then, we may essentially translate the rhs as a normal term, just regarding the metavariablesas \black box". Finally, we must partially evaluate the graph obtained in this way, since during�-expansion and linearization we have introduced some \pseudo-operators" which should disappear.The linearization step is particularly important (�-expansion is just aimed to linearization).Consider the rewriting rule for �:�(�(x:X))! X [�(�(y:X[y=x]))=x]Note that, in the rhs, we have two occurrences of the metavariable X . Intuitively, one could expectto express the previous reduction by means of a graph rewriting rule of the following kind:?����@@ ��Px X ?���� =) Px X?����@@ ��Px X ?����However, in this way, the portion of graph in the box (corresponding to the metavariable X)should be physically duplicated. Consequently, if we had a (actual or virtual) redex inside X , itis duplicated, too. Moreover, the rewriting rule would not be \local" anymore (it would not be inthe Interaction Net form), since it requires a global operation on a box. So, we must try to sharethe double occurrence of X in the rhs. To this aim, observe that also the variable x occurs twice(one for each instance). This means that we must be able to unshare the graph at this level sinceone occurrence has to be bound by the � and the other has to be connected to the �-operator.This double operation of sharing and unsharing is just the purpose of Lamping's fan-in and fan-outoperators. Summing up, we expect to get an implementation of the rhs of the rule for � that lookslike:
? ?��������AAA ���� ?4 HHHHHHHHH� ?4Px� X+
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Notice moreover that the rewriting rule has now a completely local behaviour: it merely modi�esthe connections of ports of the two forms yielding the redex.The di�cult problem, solved by the following translation procedure, is to introduce in thecorrect way the control operators (brackets and croissants) which ensure the right matching offan-ins and fan-outs.(�-expansion) The �rst step is to �-expand all substitutions in the rhs. The aim of this step is toprovide a clean vision of all the metavariables in the rhs. For this purpose we shall use two classesof pseudo-forms: abstraction Absn and application Appn, for n � 0. Pseudo-forms are similarto all other forms of the syntax. Absn is a constructor of arity n whilst Appn is a destructorof arity 0n+1. As the reader could probably imagine, they generalize �-calculus abstraction andapplication. Their interaction is expressed by the rule:Appn(Absn(hx1; � � � ; xni: X); Y1; � � � ; Yn) ! X [Y1=x1 ; � � � ;Yn =xn ]In the following we shall always omit the index 1 in Abs1 and App1.The step of �-expansion consists in rewriting the rhs of the IS-rule by �-expanding substitutionsinto interactions of the pseudo-operators Absn and Appn.Example 7.2 Consider the rewriting rule for �:�(�(x:X))! X [�(�(y:X[y=x]))=x]The �-expansion of the rhs gives the following term:App(Abs(x:X); �(�(y:App(Abs(x:X); y))))Note that, after the �-expansion, all metavariables are closed by pseudo binders, i.e. they becomeexpressions of the following kind: Absn(~x:X).(linearization) The next step consists in linearizing the rhs w.r.t. the occurrences of expressionsAbsn(~x:X). This is obtained by taking, for every metavariable Xi occurring in the left hand sideof the IS-rewriting rule (let them be k), a fresh pseudo-variable wi and replacing every occurrenceof Absn(~x i: Xi) with wi. In this way we yield a metaexpression T . Next T is closed w.r.t. themetavariables wi's, and the (closed) metavariables Absn(~x i: Xi) are passed as arguments to thisterm. In other words, by linearization, we get a metaexpression of the following kind, where eachmetavariable occur exactly once (and no substitution is applied to them):Appk(Absk(hw1; � � � ; wki: T ); Absn1(~x 1: X1); � � � ; Absnk (~x k: Xk))where ni is the arity of the metavariable Xi.Example 7.3 After the linearization step, the rhs of the recursion rule becomes:App(Abs(w:App(w; �(�(y:App(w; y))))); Abs(x:X))We want to remark that every metavariable in the lhs of the IS-rewriting rule occurs exactlyonce in the linearized metaexpression yielded by the above procedure, even if it does not occur in25



the rhs of the IS-rewriting rule. For instance, in the case of conditionals, the linearization of therhs of \(T; X; Y )! X givesApp2(Abs2(hw1; w2i: w1); Abs0(X); Abs0(Y )):The actual erasing will be performed in the following steps (see translation and partial evaluation).(translation) This step provides the graphical representation of the rhs of the rule. It is essentialthat, during the translation, we may consider each subexpression Absn(~x:X) as a \black-box".According to the linearization step, the expression that results will have the shapeAppk(M; Absn1(~x 1: Xi1); � � � ; Absnk (~x k: Xik)) :The translation of this expression is drawn in Figure 10, where, for simplicity, we have assumed
X+i1 x�� �0t� 0t@� �� �Abs6u0 X+ik x�� �0t� 0t@� �� �Abs6u0#"  !T (M) p p p p p p� � � � � ��) X X X X X X X X X X� �� �Appk� �

Figure 10: The translation stepni = 1, for every i. Notice that metavariables are not put inside boxes: they are boxes, due to thetranslation of expressions in Figure 6. We implicitly use this box instead of building a new boxaround the argument of the application. In particular, no operation around the (unaccessible!) freevariables of the instance of the metavariable must be performed.Now we can provide some more intuition about our translation in Figure 6, and the role of the\ghost-binder". In particular, ghost-binders become apparent in the translation in Figure 10: theyare the Abs pseudo-forms. The square bracket around each Abs are meant to extend the boxcontaining the metavariable up to comprising the pseudo-abstraction, according to Figure 8.The reason for introducing ghost-binder when translating rules, instead of when translatingterms, is that we may now partially evaluate the rhs, eliminating all pseudo-forms which have beenjust introduced for convenience. This is the purpose of the next, �nal phase.However, before describing partial evaluation, we must generalize the translation function T topseudo abstractions and pseudo applications. The translation follows the usual implementation ofthe �-calculus (since the body of a pseudo-abstraction is used linearly in �-reduction, the translationcan be slightly simpli�ed w.r.t. the general translation of \proper" IS-forms). This is described inFigure 11. 26



T (App(M;N)) = @@@@@ ? �51��� 1t 1t�� ��T (N)�� ��T (M) ����App@@u0��	T (Abs(hxi:M)) = �� ��T (M)� �����Abs6�� @@u0T (Abs(hxi:M)) =x62var(M) �� ��T (M)����Abs6�� @@
Figure 11: The generalization of the translation function TNow we can pursue on our running example, namely the implementation of the right hand side ofthe rule corresponding to redexes �-�. In Figure 12 we have depicted the sub-graph correspondingto the �rst argument of the outermost App, i.e. T (Abs(hwi:App(w; �(�(hyi:App(w; y)))))).A �nal observation before discussing partial evaluation. As already said, some metavariables inthe lhs of the IS-rewriting rule could not occur in the rhs (e.g. the case of conditionals). Accordingto the translation of Abs, the corresponding pseudo-variable introduced in the linearization stepis implemented by an erasing node (since it does not occur in the body of the leftmost outermostAbs. This implies that, during the next phase, the corresponding expression is erased by the rule.(partial evaluation) The �nal step is to partially evaluate the term we have obtained after thetranslation w.r.t. all pseudo operators. Recall that the reduction rule for pseudo application andabstraction is ����Absn - ����Appn�HH����1n0boundports ppp QQ����ppp 02n+1 =) 01n 02n+1pppNote that n can be 0. Here the rewriting rule simply consists in connecting the two edgescoming into the auxiliary ports of Abs0 and App0.Proposition 7.4 The partial evaluation of the expressions yielded by the translation step stronglynormalizes to a graph without pseudo-forms.Proof: After the linearization step, we yield an expressionAppk(Absk(hwi1; � � � ; wiki: T ); Absn1(~x 1: Xi1); � � � ; Absnk(~x k: Xik))where the expression T exploits only pseudo-forms App. Moreover, every occurrence of thesepseudo-forms, have the shape Appk(wX ; M). By �ring the unique App-Abs pair in the graphyielded by the translation step, every occurrence of Appk(wX ; M) becomes \almost" a redex.That is, there is a sequence of 1-indexed fan-ins and 1-indexed croissants (0-indexed brackets canbe eliminated by means of the control rules) along the path connecting the principal ports of App27
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Figure 12: A part of the translation step of the rhs of �-�and Abs. These control operators can be pushed inside the Abs pseudo-form by means of theinterfacing rules. In this way we can �re every pair App-Abs thus yielding a normal form w.r.t.the partial evaluation.The above proposition is a more or less obvious consequence of the fact that all pseudo-operatorshave been created by �-expansions (and the correctness of the translation, of course).Example 7.5 By applying the previous technique (and some optimizations not worth discussinghere) we obtain the implementation of the rhs of the rule concerning � illustrated in Figure 13.Remark 7.6 The previous translation could (and should) be improved. Apart from studying op-timization techniques for reducing the number of sharing operators, the translation should be rela-tivized to the particular IS's under investigation. In particular, some operators of the syntax couldmake only a linear use of some of their arguments. For instance, this is the case of the �-calculus,where the body of the abstraction is treated linearly in �-reduction. These linear arguments have asimpler translation, since there is no need to put them inside a \box". However, in order to concludethat some operator f behaves linearly over one of its arguments we must examine all the interactionrules involving f. For instance, if we extend the �-calculus with the � operator, considering it asa destructor for � as in the example above, the body of each � should be put inside a box, since itcan be duplicated when the � interacts with �. This is not the case with the other implementationsof � discussed in section 3. Thus, the choice of the rewriting system may have a big impact on thepractical e�ciency of the implementation. 28
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Figure 13: The graphical representation of the rhs of the rule �ring �-�8 CorrectnessLet N be a sharing graph \representing" an IS-expression t. The implementation described inthe previous section is correct if a graph-rewriting N ! N 0 simulates a (possibly empty) set ofIS-rewritings t �!! t0 such that t0 is the expression \represented" by N 0.It is clear that deriving the IS-expression represented by a sharing graph is an essential prereq-uisite for stating correctness. This is the so called read-back problem. It is solved in [18, 11, 12]by labeling edges of the sharing graphs through contexts and interpreting control operators (andforms, in [11, 12]) as contexts transformers. Expressions matching the sharing graphs are thus\unfoldings" of the graphs where only consistent paths are considered, that is paths that behavewell w.r.t. contexts.8.1 Context semantics and access pathsDe�nition 8.1 The set of contexts over a set X of variables is inductively generated by the fol-lowing rules:� 2 is a context (the empty context);� if a is a context then so are � � a and ? � a;� if a and b are contexts then also ha; bi is a context;� every variable x 2 X is a context.Contexts will have the shape A = h� � � han; an�1i � � � ; a0i and we will say that an is the subcon-text of A at width n (notation An[an]).De�nition 8.2 Let C = hA; hB1; B2ii. The context hA; B1i will be called the calling context ofC, whilst B2 will be called the o�set context of C.29



Contexts are the data modi�ed by control operators when traversed: as stated in the De�ni-tion 8.3 below, control nodes can be easily understood as context transformers. In particular, thetraversal of a control node n can be forbidden if the external context does not allow the transfor-mation performed by n. As a consequence, there are illegal paths in the sharing graph. Exploitingthis idea, Lamping provides his read-back procedure (see [19]).Since in our translation we used Gonthier's simpli�ed set of control operators (and rewritingrules), we tried to generalize the proof in [11] from �-calculus to IS's. The notion of consistentpath in [11] is much more informative and more complex than Lamping's one since also the formsof the syntax (application and abstraction), are regarded as context transformers (actually, for theparticular shape of �-reduction, they can be safely assimilated to fans). In particular, a consistentpath between an application and a � corresponds to a virtual redex [23, 5, 8] (a virtual redex ofa term t is a redex that does not exist yet in t, but that could be created along some derivationfrom t; the relation between consistent paths and virtual redexes has been recently proved in [2]).The interesting invariant w.r.t. reductions is that the consistency of a path is not changed by �ringcontrol rules in Figure 4 (or �-reductions) [11, 12]. This invariance provides a �rst rudimentarysemantics, named context semantics, which gives the soundness of the graph reductions w.r.t.contexts (roughly, since we preserve virtual redexes until they are �red, the implementation respectsthe intended \operational behaviour" of the term).Context semantics is still too weak w.r.t. correctness. However it is possible to use it in ajudicious way. In particular, in [11], the authors take B�ohm-trees, a standard semantics of �-calculusthat is invariant w.r.t. reductions and that gives tree-representations of �-expressions. Then, theyprove that the B�ohm-tree representing a �-term can be read-back from the sharing graph by takingvia via consistent paths that end into the bound port of an \unmatched" abstraction. Due tothe context semantics, such paths can be found directly in the initial graph, by starting at theopportune node.Unfortunately the generality of IS-rewriting rules does not allow any more to consider formsof the syntax as context transformers (surely they cannot be assimilated to fans). This becauseIS-contractions may introduce new forms and new edges (therefore new paths). As a consequence,IS-virtual redexes cannot be described as connected paths in the original term of the derivation, asit is the case in the �-calculus (see [5]).For this reason, our approach will be closer to Lamping's original one, even if we use a set ofcontrol operators that is strictly contained in those used by Lamping (so, both the implementationand the proof are quite di�erent). On the other side, the most manifest di�erence w.r.t. [11] is ourread-back procedure: it provides real terms rather than B�ohm-trees.In conclusion, our proof not only generalizes the current approach to a much wider class ofrewriting systems, but also, in our opinion, sheds some more light on correctness in the particularcase of pure �-calculus (putting in evidence some \magical" properties of this calculus).De�nition 8.3 (access path) An access path in a sharing graph G is a directed path, startingand ending respectively at a negative and positive port and such that every edge of the path is labeledwith a context and consecutive pairs of edges satisfy one of the following constraints:1: Ai[b] �ji Ai[hb; 2i] 30



2: Ai[hhb; ai; ci] =i Ai[hb; ha; cii]3: Ai[hb; ai] ?�.i Ai[hb; ? � ai]4: Ai[hb; ai] ?�.i Ai[hb; � � ai]5. if the path enters the output port of a form with context hA; hB; Cii then it outgoes from anauxiliary negative port of f with context hA; hB; xii, where x is a fresh variable.Access paths will be taken equivalent up to contexts. That is, two access paths having pairwise equaledges are considered equal, even if the contexts di�er.Note that, it is not possible to traverse a form f through one of its bound ports: when a patharrives in front of a bound port, it stops there. Actually the path should continue into the expressionthat the reduction of f substitutes for the bound variable, but we need the evaluation of the termin order to determine, in general, this expression. For this reason we prefer the above solution.The situation is better when we must access to the argument of f. In the following we will showthat the meaningful part of the context at the principal port of f, when it is �red, is the same asthat marking the output edge of the argument of f, if it will be called. So, in item 5, we are ableto determine the context at the auxiliary negative port of f, provided we know the context at theprincipal edge.We also remark that access paths are direct. This because item 5 cannot be de�ned for undirectones.The above de�nition puts in evidence the important role of context transformers played by thecontrol operators. Let us see with some examples how the contexts, modulo the control nodes,guarantee the proper matching between fans. Consider the sharing graph in Figure 14.(a). In(a)? �51? �40 (b)? �51 h2; ?�2ih��2; ?�2ih��2;2i? �40 (c)� � �f6? �51Figure 14: Sharing graphsFigure 14.(b) we have labeled the �-branch of the 1-indexed fan, the edge connecting the two fansand the ?-branch of the 0-indexed fan such that the corresponding path is an access path. That isthe two fans do not match.The sharing graph in Figure 14.(c) has a node that is a form f with one auxiliary edge. Byde�nition, there is an access path that traverses f \from the top" (i.e. from the principal port: inthis case, f must be a constructor and the auxiliary port is negative). Provided that the auxiliary31



edge is positive, there are two access paths that traverse f \from the bottom" to the top: oneoutgoing the ?-branch of the fan and the other outgoing the �-branch (notice that f must be adestructor in this case). We leave to the reader the charge of �nding contexts.De�nition 8.4 A loop is an access path that starts at the negative port of a partition of a formand terminates at a positive (bound) port of the same partition.8.2 The read-backThe read-back procedure will use the following functions:access-arg(n; C) gives the set of maximal access paths never traversing forms and starting at theargument ports of node n with (an instantiation of the) context C; the number of these pathsis exactly the same as the number of arguments of the form n;end-node(p), end-port(p), end-context(p) give the �nal node, port (better, number of the node end-node(p)) and �nal context of the consistent path p, respectively;bound-endport(p) is true if the consistent path p ends at a bound port, false otherwise;bind(n; i) is true if n makes bindings on the i-th argument, false otherwise;connect(n; i; m; j) connects with an edge the i-th argument port of the node n with the j-th port ofm;clean-up(C) replaces the o�set context of C with a fresh variable;new-node(n) creates a new node of the same type as n.Remark 8.5 Observe that every path in access-arg(n; C) always starts at an argument port of n(which is negative) and terminates at an output port of a form or at a bound port. This becausethese ports are the unique ports of forms having positive polarities and, by de�nition of access path,their ending edge must be plugged in positive ports.The de�nition of the read-back is in Figure 15. We assume that the number 0 is the index forthe output port of forms. The meaning of the arguments of read-back is the following:n is the node in the sharing graph we are reading-back;C is the context of the access path at the output port of the node n;m is the node in the Bourbaki graph where n is read-back into;S is a set of pairs whose �rst component is a node in the Bourbaki graph and the second one isa context. The set of �rst projections of S determines exactly the nodes which bind variablesthat may occur in the arguments of the form f represented by m. The node binding a variableoccurring in the arguments of f will be determined by means of the contexts.32



procedure read-back(n; C; m;S)let access-arg(n; C) = fp1; � � � ; pkg ;for i = 1 to k doif : bound-endport(pi) thenf m0 := new-node(end-node(pi));connect(m; i; m0; 0);if bind(n; i) then S 0 := S [ fhm; clean-up(end-context(pi))ig;else S 0 := S ;read-back(end-node(pi), clean-up(end-context(pi)), m0, S 0);gelse f let hm0; clean-up(end-context(pi))i 2 S ;connect(m; i; m0; end-port(pi));g Figure 15: The read-back procedureInformally, read-back(n; C; m;S) behaves as follows. Initially, it is called with n as the root nodeof the sharing graph, C = hx; hy; zii, m as the root node of the Bourbaki representation of a termand S = ;. The �rst call to access-arg gives the path to the �rst form n of the sharing graph (thispath is unique, since the root node has only one argument). Let m be the (newly created) nodeof the Bourbaki representation corresponding to the read-back of the form n. Then we recursivelydescend in the graph, accessing in order each argument of n. Let us read-back the i-th argument ofn. Let pi be the access path starting at the i-th argument port of n. By de�nition of access-path,pi never traverses forms and ends in front of a form n0 = end-node(pi). There are two cases:1. The node n0 is accessed from the output port. This case is easy: we create a new node m0corresponding to n0, connect the i-th argument port of m and the output port of m0. Then wereiterate the read-back with n0, C 0, m0, S 0, where C 0 is the \cleaning-up" of the ending-contextof pi and S 0 is the updating of S with the pair hm0; C 0i when m performs bindings on the i-thargument (the reason for this operation is explained below).2. The node n0 is accessed from a bound port. Then the binder is one of the nodes got byreading-back n0. The problem is that there could be a lot of them! By the last operationperformed in the previous case, this node will eventually appear in the �rst component ofsome pair in S. The right binder is determined by the associated context C, namely thereexists exactly one m0 such that hm0; C 0i appears in S. This fact is far from evident, and it isbased on an essential invariant of the context semantics that we shall prove in the followingsections. This invariant states that the calling context at the output port of any binder isthe same as the calling context at the bound port. Moreover if two binders are one inside theother (the outer binder performs bindings on the argument where the inner binder appears),they will be accessed with di�erent calling contexts.Remark 8.6 Observe that the initial context is built with variables. This allows us to specializeit as we fall inside arguments of forms (which are surrounded by brackets, that means requiring afurther level of context). For instance, take the �-expression @(x; @(x; x)) and its sharing graphrepresentation, according to the mapping T +. Then, starting at the root, we can outgo from the33



second argument of the outermost @. Here we meet a closed 0-indexed bracket. This requires thatthe 0-level context has the shape hA; Bi. Actually this is the case. But after traversing the squarebracket, the context becomes hhx; yi; zi. Since the property we want to keep is that contexts havealways the shape hA; hB; Cii, we must specialize z into hz1; z2i (intuitively, from the linear logicpoint of view, we are entering into a new box, i.e. a new area of memory). This operation shouldnot be possible if we started with a context like h2; h2; 2ii, for example.8.3 The correctness of the read-backIn order to prove the correctness of the read-back procedure we shall use the following four prop-erties. Let N be a graph obtained by reducing T +(t), for some t.1. The transparency property: the initial and �nal calling contexts of every loop in N areequal.2. The separation property: there exists no access path in N starting at an argument edge ofa form and ending at the output edge of a form such that the initial and �nal calling contextsare equal.3. The termination property: Every access path in N is �nite: the access paths that cannotbe lengthened terminate at a bound port or at a root node representing a free variable. Hencethe procedure read-back always terminates.4. The consistency property: every access path in N can be lengthened consistently in orderto start at the root node or at an erasing node and terminate at a bound port or at a freevariable.The proof of these properties is delayed till the next subsection.Notation: From now on the context hx; hy; zii will be denoted by r.Proposition 8.7 For every form n in T +(t) there exists a unique access path p starting at the rootof T +(t) and terminating at the output port of n such that (an instantiation of) r is the initialcontext of p.Proof: Straightforward consequence of the de�nition of T +.De�nition 8.8 The path p of the foregoing proposition is called the spine of n. The notion of spinewill be also used in Bourbaki representations (rephrased in the naive way).The �rst statement we show guarantees the static correctness of the read-back procedure w.r.t.our translation T +(t).Proposition 8.9 Let t be an IS-expression and E be its Bourbaki representation. Let n be the rootnode of T +(t) and m be a new root-node. Then read-back(n; C; m; ;) = E, where C = hA; hB; xii,A and B are generic contexts and x is a fresh variable.34



Proof: Foremost, observe that, by de�nition of T +, there is a bijection ' from forms in T +(t)and those in E such that, if n1 � � �nk is the sequence of forms traversed by the spine of n0, then thespine of '(n0) passes the forms '(n1) � � �'(nk) through the corresponding ports. Notice also thatthe above spines are independent from the initial calling contexts.We prove the existence of a graph isomorphism between read-back(n; C; m; ;) and E that ful�llsthis bijection.Let G be the subgraph of E consisting of spines only (so there is no bound edge in G). It isstraightforward to check that read-back(n; C; m; ;) is correct w.r.t.G since the procedure calculatesspines and creates nodes and edges according to them. The termination property guarantees thatread-back(n; C; m; ;) builds a graph isomorphic to G in a �nite time. Moreover, if a binder at spinep � q is in the scope of another one at spine p, by the separation property, the �nal calling contextsof p and p � q will be accessed with di�erent calling contexts. This means that the sets S, in eachthread of the computation of read-back, is always a graph of a bijective function.Hence the interesting case is when the access path e starting at the h-th argument port of anode n0 does not terminate at an output port of a form. Observe that e must terminate at a boundport. Indeed e traverse a sequence of control nodes always from the auxiliary port to the principalport. Such a sequence can be easily proved to be an access path that can be consistently labeledstarting with a context as C. Moreover, let m0 be the node related to n0 by the read-back procedure.By de�nition of T +, m0 must have a bound edge e0 exiting from the h-th argument port.So, if p is the spine of n0 and n+ is the node connected to n0 through e, we must be careful thatthere is a match between the node m+ calculated for n+ by the read-back procedure and the node'(n[) connected to the corresponding port of '(n0) in E. Let m[ be the node in read-back(n; C; m; ;)that is related to n[.Assume that m[ 6= m+. Let p0 be the sub-spine of '(n0) that starts at n[. Then the path p0 �e is aloop and, by the transparency property, its ending calling context must be the same as the callingcontext at the beginning of p0. Moreover n[, by the separation property, is the unique node thatholds this property and which is outer than n0. Hence, by de�nition of the procedure read-back, thethread of this procedure that calls read-back(n0; C; m0; S) is such that S pairs the calling contextat the end of e with m[. This contradicts the fact that m[ 6= m+.Remark 8.10 Proposition 8.8 does not hold any more in graphs yielded reducing T +(t). It isenough that a form n in N is under the scope of a sharing node to �nd more than one path pverifying the constraints of the proposition. In this case there will be as many instances of n in theBourbaki graph corresponding to N as the number of spines for n in N .Proposition 8.8 gives the \static" correctness of the read-back. The �rst \dynamic" result is asort of weak context semantics: the invariance of the read-back (or of access paths) w.r.t. controland interfacing rules.Proposition 8.11 Access paths (and hence the read-back procedure) are invariant w.r.t. controlrules and interfacing rules.Proof: It is easy to verify that every access path traversing a redex in Figure 4 or Figure 9 issuch that the contexts before the redex and after the redex do not change along the contraction.Note that the above property is false when proper redexes are considered. Take for instance the �-expression @(�(x: I); M). Then there is an access path from the root to the argumentM . However,35



after the reduction, there is no access path between the root and M , since M is disconnected. Wewarn the reader that, in the following, despite of this limitation, we shall still call context semantics(forgetting the pre�x \weak") the invariant of the above proposition.Next we must prove that, when we are reading back a sharing graph, we are always ableto �nd access paths connecting the ports of two proper forms (see the function access-arg). Asu�cient condition for this lengthening being always possible is provided by the absence of deadlockcon�gurations.De�nition 8.12 A deadlock is when two di�erent control nodes with the same index or a formand a 0-indexed control node are connected through their principal port.Remark 8.13 Observe that two forms may be connected through their principal port without in-teracting. This deadlock is intrinsic to the IS, i.e. it is not due to the implementation.The absence of deadlocks is based on the consistency property and the following lemma.Lemma 8.14 Let N be a sharing graph yielded by a (possible empty) derivation starting at T +(t).In N every auxiliary negative port of a destructor or a constructor faces (or could face, by per-forming control rules) exactly one open 0-indexed bracket (except the pseudo-form Abs which hasno 0-indexed bracket on that branch) and every bound port faces (or could face) exactly two open0-indexed brackets (except Abs that has one 0-indexed bracket). Never a 0-indexed bracket is infront of a principal port of a form and any other 0-indexed bracket can be erased by �ring controlrules.Proof: By induction on the length of the derivation � yielding N . It is easy to verify thatT +(t) satis�es these properties. For the inductive step, let N 0 u! N be the last reduction of �. Itis immediate to prove that the invariant holds when u is a control rule.When u is an interfacing rule, we must check that the control node n pushed on the auxiliaryedges of the form f does not invalidate the lemma. By de�nition of interfacing rule, the index ofn must be greater than 0. Then n can be removed from the position in front of the auxiliary portof f by interacting with the 0-indexed brackets (if any). Notice that the index of n can never bedecreased to 0: according to control rules in Figure 9, 0-indexed control nodes are generated byinteracting with 0-indexed croissants only and such croissants are never created.The case when u is a proper rule requires some detailed analysis of the partial evaluation.As a �rst step we replace the pair destructor-constructor of u with the graph G obtained by thetranslation step. Observe that the �rst argument of the outermost App in G is obtained by thetranslation T , so it satis�es the invariant. The inductive hypothesis guarantees that the otherarguments of App does not invalidate the invariant, too. Let us �re the pseudo-redex. Suchcontraction amounts to replace pseudo-variables with expressions of the shape Absn(~x:X). Thisreduction causes the interaction (and their erasing) of the open 0-indexed bracket on the top ofAbsn(~x:X) with the closed 0-indexed bracket in the bottom of the pseudo-variable. The bracketsthat face the (generic) metavariable X are also eventually deleted (by inductive hypothesis). Nowtake an access path ' connecting two pseudo-forms App and Abs (if any). Along ' there arean open 1-indexed croissant and a sequence (possibly empty) of closed 1-indexed brackets and 1-indexed fan-ins. Therefore it is possible to push them outside Abs. Notice that, in this way, alongthe auxiliary edges of the Abs-node, we have 1-indexed control operators.36



Contracting the new pseudo-redex means that the argument ofAbs is connected to the externalenvironment (and this connection satis�es trivially the provisos of the induction) and the (auxiliary)arguments of App are connected to the bound variables of Abs. Along these last connections, weeventually have two 0-indexed brackets that face each other. Thus they can be erased. In this wayno 0-indexed bracket can face the principal port of a form.Theorem 8.15 There is no deadlock in sharing graphs yielded by contracting the sharing graphT +(t), for any t.Proof: Assume a deadlock exists in N . Let e be the edge connecting the two nodes n1 and n2of N yielding a deadlock. e is an access path (any edge is an access path). Then, by the consistencyproperty, it can be consistently lengthened. But this is impossible, except in one case (the readeris invited to check this statement). The exception is the con�guration of a 0-indexed bracket infront of a form. But such con�guration is excluded by Lemma 8.13.Theorem 8.16 The implementation T + is correct. That is, if N is a graph yielded by a derivationstarting at T +(t) then:(A) t = read-back(t; r; t0; ;), where t is the root node of T +(t) and t0 is a new root node;(B) N ! N 0 implies read-back(n; r; m; ;) �!! read-back(n0; r; m0; ;), where n and n0 are theroot nodes of N and N 0, respectively;(C) N in normal form implies that also read-back(n; r; m; ;) is in normal form.Proof: Item A is immediate by Proposition 8.8. Item C is easy, assuming B. Indeed, by B andde�nition of read-back, every redex in read-back(n; r; m; ;) should have a counterimage in N whichis an access path p connecting two forms. By Theorem 8.14 there is no deadlock along this path,so no control node may appear along p otherwise some interaction could be possible, invalidatingthe hypothesis that N is in normal form. On the other hand, the two forms connected by p shouldinteract, by de�nition of the evaluator. And this is in contradiction with the hypothesis, too.Hence let us discuss the item B. We assume that an IS-reductiond(c(~x 1: X1; � � � ; ~xm: Xm); � � � ; ~xn: Xn)! His actually composed of two steps: the �rstd(c(~x 1: X1; � � � ; ~xm: Xm); � � � ; ~xn: Xn)! Appn(Absn(M); Absk1(~x 1: X1); � � � ;Abskn(~xn: Xn))gives the expression obtained by the linearization step and the second, which is a \macro"-step,Appn(Absn(M); Absk1(~x 1: X1); � � � ;Abskn(~xn: Xn)) �!! Hwhere every pseudo-redex is �red. The correctness of T + will be proved w.r.t. these two steps.So let N ! N1 be the �rst macro-step in which the destructor-constructor pair is replaced by thegraph obtained by the translation step and N1 ! N 0 be the second macro-step in which partialevaluation is accomplished. 37



Let us verify the correctness of N ! N1. Let p be a spine in N for the destructor involvedin the reduction N ! N 0 and let q be the spine of the corresponding destructor in E = read-back(n; r; m; ;). Let C be the context at the end of p and C 0 be C with the o�set context replacedby a fresh variable x. Finally let G be the graph yielded by the translation step of the pair d-ccontracted along N ! N 0 and let E 0 be the expression obtained by performing the linearizationstep of the redex at q in read-back(n; r; m; ;).Then, by Proposition 8.8, the �rst argument of the outermost App is correctly read-back intothe �rst argument of the application at q in the expression E 0. For the other arguments, it is enoughto instantiate the variable x in C 0 with hx1; x2i. The correctness of such arguments follows from thecorrectness of read-back(n; r; m; ;), the de�nition of G, the correctness of T + and Theorem 8.16(we leave to the reader this check). Notice that this reasoning is parametric w.r.t. the accesspath p. Indeed we must look for any spine p0 in N ending into the redex d-c and contract anyredex in read-back(n; r; m; ;) that corresponds to p0. Put E1 as the �nal expression. Then E1 =read-back(n1; r; m1; ;), where n1 is the root node of N1 and m1 is a new root node.Let us care for the correctness of the partial evaluation N1 ! N 0. Notice that in this macro-stepthere are two steps of pseudo-reductions: N1 ! N2 consists of �ring the unique pseudo-redex inG, N2 �!! N3 consists of the control rules, interfacing rules and the pseudo-redexes that push themetavariables in the right position. Let E2 be the Bourbaki graph obtained by �ring the pseudoredex at spines q0 that correspond to the above access paths p0 in N1. Then the correctness ofN1 ! N2 w.r.t. E1 �!! E2 can be proved with the same arguing as before plus the transparencyproperty, which guarantees that the graphs connected with the pseudo-variables are accessed in thesame way as in N1.Now Theorem 8.14 guarantees that the access paths in between the pseudo-forms in N2 can berid of control operators. This does not change the read-back, by context semantics. Again, the�ring of pseudo-redexes can be proved to be correct by the transparency property. This concludesthe proof.8.4 Properties of sharing graphs8.4.1 The transparency propertyThe transparency property is the counterpart of the homonymous property of Lamping [19]. Inparticular, Lamping had a special operator (a global bracket), for dropping the o�set near thevariable-end of a loop. Rephrasing this idea, with simple syntactical modi�cations, we obtain astronger theorem, stating that any loop does not modify the whole context. However, this operatoris not relevant during the computation; on the contrary, it introduces some annoying problems,since it must be properly \erased" every time we open the loop (when a substitution is performed).So we can safely rid of it provided that the information inside o�set contexts is not relevant forconnecting access paths. This is what we are going to prove. But let us start by giving someintuition.Take a graph with a redex �-�. Firing this redex results in replacing the subgraph determined bythe redex with the instance of the rhs of the rule contracting �-� in Figure 13. Let G0 be the endingsharing graph. The two 1-indexed fans generated by the rewriting should be paired by reading-back G0 (because they are generated by duplicating the same fan along the partial evaluation of thereduction). A su�cient condition for the proper matching of those fans is \what is at level greaterthan 0 is not modi�ed by traveling inside an expression represented by a metavariable and the two38



0-indexed brackets that surround it". This is actually the transparency property.There is another subtle problem. Before �ring the redex �-� no access path traversing thebound port of the �-node does exist. But, after the contraction, the edge e ending into the boundport of the � is connected with a 0-indexed bracket (see Figure 13). We must prove that thisconnection is feasible, i.e. there is no conicting information in the contexts of the two paths. InTheorem 8.16(2) we show (roughly) that the information at the 0-level of the initial context of anaccess path is not meaningful for its de�nition. So we can connect two access paths, provided thatthey have the same meaningful contexts. For instance, in the case of the redex �-�, an access pathending into the bound port of � can be connected with another starting at the form �.Theorem 8.17 Let N be a graph yielded along a derivation starting at T +(t).(1) The Transparency Property: the initial and �nal calling contexts of any loop in N areequal.In particular, the initial context has always the shape hA; hB; hB1; � � � hBn; xn+1i � � �iii andthe �nal context has the shape hA; hB; hC; hBk � � � hBn; xn+1i � � �iiii, for some context C.(2) Every access path starting at the auxiliary negative port of a form does not depend from theo�set context whose shape is always hB1; � � � hBm; xi � � �i (m � 0). That is we always obtainthe same path if Bi is replaced by other contexts or x is instantiated with a context having afresh variable at level 0.Proof: By induction on the length of the derivation � yielding N (we also count the steps inthe partial evaluation). In the basic case both (1) and (2) follow easily by structural induction overT . For the inductive step, let N 0 u! N be the last reduction of �. If u is a control rule or aninterfacing rule then, by Proposition 8.10, access paths remain unchanged, thus also (1) and (2).The remaining cases are (a) when u is a proper redex (then u consists in replacing the redex withthe corresponding graph obtained by the translation step) and (b) u is a pseudo-redex. The cases(i:j), i 2 f1; 2g means what property of the statement we are proving and j 2 fa; bg means thetype of the reduction u, are discussed in order.(1:a) So N is obtained by N 0 replacing the redex u with the graph yielded by the translation stepof d-c, the two forms which are interacting. The new loops over pseudo-forms satisfy theproperty (1) since either they are inside a portion of graph which is de�ned by means of T(thus we fall in the basic case), or they are internal to metavariables, and we use the inductivehypothesis (we have just replaced a binder with a pseudo-binder).The only problematic case is that of a loop ' which starts at a binder f external to theredex and passes through a metavariable. Then ' can be split in three parts: the accesspath '1 from f to the outermost App of the graph yielded by the translation step of d-c,the access path '2 from App to the metavariable X , the access path '3 internal to theinstance of the metavariable. '2 traverses in order an open 0-indexed bracket, an Abs nodeand a closed 0-indexed bracket. Therefore it must be that the initial context of '2 has theshape hC1; hC2; C3ii, that is guaranteed by hypothesis. If C3 is a variable x then, in order toful�ll the property (1), x must be instantiated into hx1; x2i, with xi fresh variables. Observethat, in this case, at the end of '2, the context is hC1; hC2; hx1; x2iii. By the inductive39



hypothesis on the property (2), '3 may be consistently labeled starting with the contexthC1; hC2; hx1; x2iii. Hence '1 �'2 � '3 is a loop that veri�es the transparency property.(1:b) Hence u is a pseudo-reduction. That is any loop ' of the node Abs contracted by u is\opened": it is connected at one end with the edge e at the output port of the pseudo-formApp and, at the other end, with the corresponding argument edge e0 of App. In a sense wehave grafted ' inside any access path passing through e and e0.The problem is again the presence of a free variable x in a metavariable X of Abs or Appbound by an external form f. Let us consider the same example as above. Let then '1 bethe access path from f to App, '2 be the access path from App to the metavariable X and'3 be the access path inside the metavariable. If X is the body of Abs the check of (1) isstraightforward because there is no control node in between App and Abs. Let us see thecase when X is an argument h, h > 1, of App. Notice that, in this case '2 is empty.Let '02 be a loop of the node Abs. We prove that '1 �'02 �'3 is a loop for f in N . By inductionhypothesis (1), '02 does not modify the calling context. This means that the calling contextat the beginning of '3 is the same as that at the end of '1.Let hC; hB0; � � � ; hBk; xi � � �i, for some k, be the ending context of '02. Recall that the ini-tial context of '3 is hC; hB0; hx1 � � � hxr; xr+1i � � �iii by inductive hypothesis. Thus take themaxfk; rg. Let it be k, for instance. Then, by the property (2), we can \specialize" xi, 1 �i � r+1, without altering '3. That is xj = Bj (1 � j � r) and xr+1 = hBr+1; � � � ; hBk; xi � � �i.Hence '1 � '02 �'3 is a loop which enjoys the transparency property.The case when r =maxfk; rg is similar.(2:a) This is an immediate consequence of the shape of graphs yielded by the translation process,the basic case and the inductive hypothesis.(2:b) We restrict to access paths created by the pseudo-reduction, since the property is true byinduction for the other ones. The pseudo-reduction may create new access paths by� connecting an access path in the body of Abs and terminating at a bound port of Abswith an access path starting at argument port of App;� \grafting" some loop  over Abs inside an old access path traversing App and goinginto some of its arguments.The reasoning is essentially the same as case (1:b), and it is omitted.8.4.2 The separation propertyUsing a linear logic terminology, the separation property guarantees that, if two binders are oneinside the other, then the inner one is inside a \deeper" box w.r.t. the outer one. This nesting ofboxes means in sharing graph that we �nd (at least) a 0-indexed bracket in the way connecting thetwo forms. The 0-indexed bracket allows to properly change the calling context, exactly.We recall that the argument port of a form is any negative port which is di�erent from theprincipal port (in the case of destructors). 40



Theorem 8.18 (The separation property) Let N be a sharing graph obtained by reducingT +(t), for some t. There exists no access path in N starting at an argument edge of a form andending at the output edge of a form such that the initial and �nal calling contexts are equal.Proof: By induction on the length of the derivation � yielding N (also counting the stepsof the partial evaluation). The basic case is immediate by de�nition of T +. The inductive stepdepends on the last rule N 0 u! N �red. By cases on the last rule u:1. If u is a control rule the theorem follows by the context semantics.2. If u is a proper rule the theorem is a consequence of the shape of the graph obtained by thetranslation process, the basic case and the inductive hypothesis.3. If u is a pseudo reduction then the separation property is obtained by the inductive hypothesisand the transparency property.4. The contraction u is an interfacing rule. Let us discuss the case when the access path 'starting at an argument edge of a form f terminates, without traversing other forms, at theoutput edge of g which is involved in the reduction u (the other cases can be reduced to thisone). By Lemma 8.13 1 a 0-indexed bracket n may eventually face the argument port of fby contracting control rules only (which do not modify the initial and �nal contexts of ').Moreover, by the same lemma, there is no other 0-indexed bracket along ' which cannot beerased by �ring control rules. So we assume that ' has exactly one 0-indexed bracket.Suppose that ' starts with the context hA; hB; xii and let ' = e � e0 � '0, where e and e0 arethe edges entering the principal port of n and outgoing the auxiliary port of n, respectively.The context of e0 is hhA; Bi; hx1; x2ii, where x has been instantiated with two new freshvariables. Notice that the variable x1 now appears in the calling context of e0. The uniqueway to eliminate the variable x1 from the calling contexts of edges in '0 is to meet a 0-indexedbracket, which is impossible.So the variable x1 will appear in the calling context of the auxiliary edge of the control nodeinteracting with g. This calling context will mark the output edge of g after u. Hence itcannot be the same as hA; Bi since the variable x1 does not occur inside this latter one.Remark 8.19 The separation property holds for proper forms only. It is easy to give a counterex-ample involving an Abs node and a proper form.8.4.3 The termination propertyPerhaps the termination property is the most evident property which di�erentiates our access pathsfrom Gonthier's consistent paths in [11]. Indeed it is easy to �nd a consistent path in Gonthier'sgraphical representation of (�x: xx)(�x: xx) which can be always lengthened (take the path startingat the root node). This is due to the interpretation of forms @ and � as fans, hence no notion ofbound port is present in the above mentioned paper. On the other hand, keeping separated nodes@ and � from fans underlies our notion of access path (which generalizes the corresponding notionon syntax trees) and, as we have seen, supports generalizations to IS's.1Notice that in the proof of Lemma 8.13 we have used neither the transparency property nor the separationproperty nor the termination property nor the consistency property. So we can safely use it here.41



Theorem 8.20 (The termination property) Let N be obtained by evaluating the sharing graphT +(t). Every access path in N is �nite: the access paths that cannot be lengthened terminate ata bound port or at a root node representing a free variable. Hence the procedure read-back alwaysterminates.Proof: By induction on the length of the derivation yielding N (the steps of the partialevaluation are counted, too). The basic case is proved by a structural induction on the term t.Clearly, by de�nition of T , every access path is �nitely lengthened. Notice that a free variablesmay become bound at a higher level. This does not change the termination of any access path pending at the free variable: at the higher level p will end at a bound port.The inductive step is based on a case analysis of the last rule u of �. If u is a control or interfacingrule then the termination property is an immediate consequence of the context semantics. Whenu is a proper rule the statement follows by the shape of the expression replacing the proper redexand the inductive hypothesis. If u is a pseudo-reduction, the lengthening of paths terminating atthe bound port of the Abs contracted by u is �nite, by de�nition of the pseudo-reduction and theinductive hypothesis.8.4.4 The consistency propertyThis property excludes the presence of edges that cannot be consistently lengthened. It is clearthat such edges are very harmful since, when they are met by the algorithm read-back, it is notpossible to pursue the process of reading back on.Remark 8.21 In the proof of the consistency property we shall use Proposition 8.8. This is safebecause the proof of this proposition is based only on the separation and termination properties.Theorem 8.22 (The consistency property) Let N be a sharing graphs obtained by a (possibleempty) derivation starting at T +(t), for any t. Every access path inN can be lengthened consistentlyin order to start at the root node or at an erasing node and terminate at a bound port or at a freevariable.Proof: We restrict our analysis to the subgraph connected with the root of N . The proof forthe disconnected parts is similar (by taking the erasing node instead of the root node). Take aderivation � yielding N (in � we also count the reductions of the partial evaluation of rewritingrules). The lemma is proved by induction on the length of �.The basic case follows easily by de�nition of T + and Proposition 8.8. The inductive stepdepends on the last rule N 0 u! N which is �red. If u is a control rule or an interfacing rule, thelemma is an immediate consequence of the context semantics. Let us see the case of proper rulesand pseudo-redexes.Foremost we must prove that the graph G yielded by the translation rule of some redex d-csatis�es the lemma when it is properly connected with the interface of the proper redex. Rememberthat the outermost node of G is a formAppk. Take an access path q internal to the h-th argumentof Appk . There are two cases1. (h > 1) The non trivial case is when q is internal to some metavariable. Then, by induction,there exist p1 and p2 such that p1 �q �p2 starts at the output of the metavariable and terminatesat some bound edge or a free variable (the case when p1 starts at an erasing node is immediate).42



Let p be the path starting at the root node such that p �p1 �q �p2 satis�es the constraint of thelemma in N 0. Let hA; hB; Cii be the context which is at the end of p (output port of d). So,by de�nition, p1 starts with a context hA; hB; xii (x is a fresh variable). By Theorem 8.16p1 �q �p2 does not change if we start with a context hA; hB; hx1; x2iii, i.e. if we instantiate thevariable x. Indeed this instantiation happens at the interface in between the h-th negativeargument port of Appk and the metavariable. Notice also that the transparency propertyguarantees that an edge of the metavariable bound by d (or c) can be lengthened till thebound port of the Abs form. This terminates the above check in this case.2. (h = 1) The path q is internal to the graph T (G). By de�nition of T , there exist p1 and p2such that p1 � q � p2 starts at the root of T (G) and terminates at a bound port (there are nofree variables in G). Moreover, by Proposition 8.8, p1 � q � p2 does not change if we begin withthe context hA; hB; xii, which is the �nal context of p (see the previous item) 2. So the pathp � p1 � q � p2 satis�es the lemma.Finally we have to verify that contracting App-Abs redexes does not invalidate the lemma.By de�nition such rule connects the body of the abstraction with the context and the i-th boundport with the i + 1-th argument of App. So we must check that the \grafting" of the body ofAbs inside the path connecting an argument of App with the edge at its output port does notchange the property of the lemma. We leave to the reader verifying that this follows immediatelyby inductive hypothesis, the transparency property and Theorem 8.16(2) (this theorem is neededin order to lengthen an access path terminating at the bound edge of Abs).9 OptimalityOptimality can be split into two tasks. The �rst is the existence of an e�ective evaluation strategyfor IS's which always contracts redexes that any other evaluation strategy should eventually reduce(call-by-need). This is easy, since IS's are a subclass of Klop's left-normal Combinatory ReductionSystems and these systems own the property that the leftmost-outermost evaluation order is a call-by-need strategy [15]. The remaining task relies on showing that every redex in the sharing graphalways represents a maximal family of redexes in the read-back expression. This can be yielded byswitching to labeled expressions.In particular, let us consider graphical representation of labeled expressions and labeled rewrit-ings as described in Section 4.1. We recall from Section 5 that the initial labeled graph has edgesmarked by atomic labels and labels are pairwise di�erent (property INIT). In the discussion thatfollows we will allow ourselves a bit of inaccuracy, switching from labeled to unlabeled expressionsand back without explicitly stating it.We must prove that, if two redexes yielded by a labeled derivation have the same label, thenthey have the same representation in the sharing graph. As in �-calculus (see [18]), it is possiblethat duplication of labels goes ahead w.r.t. the reduction of proper redexes. The problem is due tothe fact that fan-nodes may duplicate labeled edges (e.g. when a fan is along a redex edge d-c). Inorder to cope with such situations, we must determine, for every redex, a part of it that is never2Actually Proposition 8.8 is about T +. But starting at the root node of M or at the outermost form is the sameas far as the context is concerned. Moreover M has no free variable, by de�nition, so the graphs of T +(M) andT (M) are the same up-to the root node which misses in the latter one.43



duplicated by propagation of fans. To this aim, Lamping [19] introduces the notion of prerequisitechain of a form f in the Bourbaki representation (not in the shared graph!). Such notion is smoothlygeneralizable to IS's.De�nition 9.1 A prerequisite chain for f is a path in the Bourbaki representation of an expressionstarting at the principal port of f, ending at the principal port of a form and traversing forms fromauxiliary ports to principal ports.So, for instance, if d is a destructor involved in a redex, the prerequisite chain of d stops at theport of the constructor (it is just an edge). In the expression d(d0(c)), where d and d0 are destructorsand c is a constructor, the prerequisite chain starting at d consists of the edge connecting d and d0and the edge connecting d0 and c. Notice that a prerequisite chain can traverse bound port. Thisis the case for the prerequisite chain of the innermost @ in @(�(x:@(x; M)); N).It is clear that the representation of a prerequisite chain in a sharing graph can never betotally duplicated by propagation of fans. Indeed, fans (the control nodes performing duplication)cannot enter the chain from the ends since the principal edges of the ending forms are links of theprerequisite chain. Notice that, when a fan is in between a redex, we have two di�erent prerequisitechains in the read-back subgraph, each corresponding to the two forms on the branches of the fan.Remark 9.2 According to Lamping, prerequisite chains are not paths, since bound variables are notconnected to their binders. Our graphical representation allow to overcome smartly such problem,thus yielding a simpler de�nition of prerequisite chain.In the next theorem we shall assume, as in the proof of Theorem 8.15, that an IS-reductiond(c(~x 1: X1; � � � ; ~xm: Xm); � � � ; ~xn: Xn)! His composed of two steps: the �rstd(c(~x 1: X1; � � � ; ~xm: Xm); � � � ; ~xn: Xn)! Appn(Absn(~w:M); Absk1(~x 1: X1); � � � ;Abskn(~xn: Xn))gives the expression obtained by the linearization step and the second, which is a \macro"-step,Appn(Absn(~w:M); Absk1(~x 1: X1); � � � ;Abskn(~xn: Xn)) �!! Hwhere every pseudo-redex is �red.The �ner analysis of proper reductions allows a correspondingly �ne process of labeling. Indeed,the labeling of the rhs of a reduction can be obtained by marking opportunely the expression yieldedby the linearization step. To this aim, generalize the labeling function Ls� de�ned in Section 5 withthe following rule:Ls�(Appn(w;H0 ; � � � ; Hn)) = (�)s(Appn(w; Ls0� (H0); � � � ; Lsn� (Hn))(notice that the labeling never mark pseudo-variables, which always appear in the �rst argumentof pseudo forms App).Proposition 9.3 Appn(Absn(~w:L0�(M)); Absk1(~x 1: X1); � � � ;Abskn(~xn: Xn)) = L0�(H).44



That is the labeling L0�(M) gives L0�(H) when pseudo-reductions are performed (we omit theproof because straightforward). Notice that the foregoing marking of M is such that no pseudoredex is ever labeled.Let us generalize the notion of prerequisite chain in order to be invariant w.r.t. pseudo-reductions.More precisely, we want that the prerequisite-chains in H are the same of those inH 0 = Appn(Absn(~w:M); Absk1(~x 1: X1); � � � ;Abskn(~xn: Xn)) :To this purpose we must decide how to continue a prerequisite chain in H 0 that arrives in front of apseudo form. We specify this by cases. Let e be the pseudo-redex in H 0 and let  be a prerequisitechain that arrives in front of a pseudo-form:1. if  enters the output port of the pseud-application Appn of e then it must exit from thebody of the pseudo-abstraction Absn of e and vice versa;2. if  enters the i-th argument port of the pseud-application Appn of e then it must exit fromthe i-th bound port of the pseudo-abstraction Absn of e and vice versa;3. if  passes through the output port of a metavariable then, when it arrives in front of apseudo-form App in M , it must exit from the output port and vice versa;4. if  passes through the i-th bound port of a metavariable then, when it arrives in front of apseudo-form App in M , it must exit from the i-th argument port and vice versa.Proposition 9.4 The prerequisite chains of an IS-expression where a redex d-c is replaced by therhs H are the same of those where the redex is replaced by the linearization H 0 of H. Moreoverlet t0 be the expression obtained from t by replacing H 0 for the redex d-c and t00 be the expressionobtained by contracting e. Constrain every prerequisite chain in t00 that traverses a pseudo-redex e0by the provisos 1 and 2 (where e is replaced by e0) above. Then the prerequisite chains in t00 are thesame of those in t0.Proof: Easy consequence of the de�nitions. Indeed prerequisite chains have been de�ned inorder to go ahead the pseudo-reductions.De�nition 9.5 The label of a prerequisite chain ' beginning at f is the sequence of labels foundalong ', if f is a destructor, or the reverse of such sequence if f is a constructor.Two prerequisite chains are in the same family if they traverse in the same order nodes of thesame type through the same ports and they have the same labels.Remark 9.6 Actually, in [3] we proved that the label of an edge e in E uniquely determines thetypes of the forms and the ports where e is connected, provided E is yielded by a derivation startingat an expression holding INIT (see Theorem 11.5 in the above mentioned paper). Hence, in theabove de�nition, we could remove the constraint that prerequisite chains \traverse in the same ordernodes of the same type through the same ports". However, in order to make the paper self-contained,we shall avoid this simpli�cation. 45



Theorem 9.7 Let N be a sharing graph obtained by evaluating T +(t) and let E be the (labeled)Bourbaki representation read-back(n; r; m; ;), where n is the root of N and m is the root of E. Iftwo prerequisite chains of E are in the same family then they have the same representation in Nand vice versa, if a path in N is read-back into two prerequisite chains then these latter ones arein the same family.Moreover the label ` of a prerequisite chain is di�erent from the label of a prerequisite chain ina di�erent family and there is no edge in E which has (`)s as sub-label, for any s.Proof: As we have said, we shall consider IS-reductions as composed by two \macro" steps,like in Theorem 8.15. The theorem will be proved by induction over the length of the derivation �yielding N and counting in � the steps of the partial evaluations.The basic case is trivial (it is assumed that the Bourbaki representation of t holds INIT). Let usprove that the theorem is preserved by any rule N 0 u! N of the evaluator. Let E 0 be the expressionin which N 0 is read-back.1. The control rules preserve the paths through the nodes matched by the rule, that is theread-back is invariant w.r.t. them. Thus the theorem is obvious.2. Among interfacing rules, the interesting case is when a fan interacts with a form. Here theform (together with its edges) is duplicated. Let us see what happens to the prerequisitechains. There are two cases: that of a chain coming into the principal port (and stoppingthere) and that of a chain coming into an auxiliary port and traversing the principal edgeof the form. In both cases the prerequisite chain has to traverse the fan. By induction, thetwo paths ' and  corresponding to the traversal of the two branches of the fan have imageswhich are not in the same family, provided that the images of ' and  are prerequisite chains.So the duplication of the form involved in the interfacing rule does not a�ect the theorem.3. u is a pseudo-reduction. Then the theorem holds because the de�nition of prerequisite chainis invariant w.r.t. pseudo-reduction.4. If u is a proper rule contracting d-c. Then u is read-back into a set U of prerequisite chainsin E 0 that, by induction, have the same label `u and every prerequisite chain in E 0 labeledby `u belongs to U . Notice that this property is inherited by the labels (`u)s created by u.This is a consequence of the inductive hypothesis. Indeed if a prerequisite chain � had label(`u)s then � should be a single edge, because, by de�nition of label of prerequisite chain, if� consisted of several edges the label should be `1 � � � `n. But no edge is labeled by (`u)s, byinduction, exactly.Let E be the expression obtained from E 0 by replacing the redexes in U with the expressionAppn(Absn(M); Absk1(~x 1: X1); � � � ;Abskn(~xn: Xn)). Take two prerequisite chains ' and in E which are in the same family. Then both ' and  traverse (the instances of) M ordo not traverse one instance of M . This because edges in M are marked by (`u)s and suchlabels do not appear elsewhere.Let '0 and  0 be the paths in N which are read-back into ' and  , respectively. Assume'0 6=  0 and let a be the �rst edge of '0 which is di�erent from the corresponding edge b of 0. W.l.o.g. we can reduce to the cases when a and b are inside the graphical representationof M or they are both outside M and are not connected with pseudo-forms.46



If a and b are inside the graphical representation of M then it is not possible that theirread-back edges in E have the same labels, since pairwise di�erent edges of M are read-backinto di�erent labeled edges, by de�nition (the case when a and b are bound edges of theabstraction Absn(M) is not primitive and can be easily reduced to the previous one).If a and b are outside M the property follows by inductive hypothesis. Indeed, in this case,exactly one of the following items must hold for the ancestors in N 0 of the prerequisite chainsof '0 and  0:� they terminate in front of one of the forms involved in u;� they do not traverse u at all.In both cases it is possible to prove a contradiction with the fact that families of prerequisitechains in E 0 are uniquely represented in N 0.The other direction, i.e. prerequisite chains that are read-back from the same path are in thesame family, can be proved by reverting the above reasoning.Finally we must verify that the labels `' and ` of two prerequisite chains ' and  in Eare di�erent, provided that ' and  are in di�erent families. Moreover no edge is labeled by(`')s, for every s. There is a case analysis:(a) if ' and  are not a�ected by u (i.e. they are in the context or in some metavariable)then the property follows by induction. Notice that no edge in E is labeled by (`')s:this follows by induction or because the edges created (or modi�ed) by u have (`u)s0 assub-label.(b) ' is created by the contraction of the redexes in U (i.e. ' is entirely inside a copy ofM).Then `' is a sequence of labels (`u)s, with di�erent s. If also  is inside a copy of Mthen the property follows by de�nition of the labeling of M . Otherwise  must traversean auxiliary edge v of a pseudo application in M . These edges, by de�nition of L, aremarked by (`u)s, for some s. Let (`u)v be the label of v. ' cannot traverse v otherwiseit could not be inside M . Hence the label (`u)v does not occur in `', therefore ` 6= `'.It is straightforward to check that there is no edge in E having (`')s as sub-label.(c) both ' and  traverse a copy ofM . The reasoning of this case is similar to the one usedfor proving the �rst part of the theorem. So we omit it.This terminates the proof.Observe that redexes are prerequisite chains. Hence, an immediate consequence of the abovetheorem is that redexes having the same label will be represented by the same structure in thecorresponding sharing graph.Corollary 9.8 In every derivation of the sharing graph T +(t) no two proper redexes are read-backinto edges with the same label. Therefore the graph implementation is optimal.47



10 ConclusionsWe have generalized Lamping's optimal graph-reduction technique [19] to a new class of higherorder term rewriting systems: Interaction Systems. In Interaction Systems, we may de�ne mostof the common data structures used in practice (in particular, all inductive types) and manyuseful constructs of real programming languages (jumps, recursions, and so on). Actually, the onlyconstraint of IS seems to be local sequentiality (in the sense of Berry). For instance, the parallel oris not expressible in IS.The main point of IS's w.r.t. optimality, is that it is particularly simple to \interface" the formsof the syntax with Lamping-Gonthier's control operators. This is a consequence of their logical(intuitionistic) nature, which has been deeply investigated in this paper.Interaction Systems are a subclass of Klop's orthogonal Combinatory Reduction Systems. Sothe expected extension of our work is the generalization of the results described here to orthogonalCombinatory Reduction Systems. A prerequisite for ful�lling this aim is the de�nition of the familyrelation. In particular the degree of a redex becomes much more involved since the label of a tree(instead of an edge) must be taken into account.For the same reason, we cannot hope to describe the optimal implementation of CRS in theform of an Interaction Net (since forms do not have principal ports, the decision if traversing aform with a fan cannot be local any more, but it depends from the context surrounding the form).Another problem is matching lhs of rewriting rules with the graph representing the term (if weunfold the term, we could loose sharing; if not, the sharing in the lhs must be preserved in the rhs,furtherly complicating the rewriting step). Moreover, where the translation should put boxes? Isthere any linearity in CRS's? When should a box be opened? All these questions have a naturalanswer in IS's, due to their intuitionistic nature.The main problem of \optimal" implementations is, however, the e�ciency. In particular, theaccumulation of control operators (that could be exponential). During reduction, we may createsequences of control operators whose global control e�ect could be neglected. Thus the sequence ofcontrol operators could be safely removed. Unfortunately, this simpli�cation can be performed onlyin suitable positions of the graph, without a�ecting Church-Rosser. Individuating these positions(and the con�gurations to be be reduced) does not seems to be an easy task. Some work in thisdirection was already done by Lamping, but his rewriting rules are not complete.Burroni [7] and Lafont [17] have recently re�ned usual term rewriting systems by explicitlymanaging variables with control operators. The advantage is that symbolic computations canbe rid of variables. In this respect, our (optimal) graph implementations is a �rst attempt ofgeneralizing Burroni-Lafont's works to higher order rewriting systems. The richer set of controloperators is motivated by the presence of binding and substitution. By exploiting this analogy, onecould also imagine to provide a more algebraic account of optimality.Acknowledgements: We would like to thank J.J. L�evy and G. Gonthier for the interestingdiscussions.References[1] P. Aczel. A general Church-Rosser theorem. Draft, Manchester, 1978.48
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